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ABSTRACT
If p: X .... B is a principal G-bundle, an automorphism
of p is an equivariant map of X to itself over B. The
set t(p) of all such automorphisms inherits. in a natu-
ral way. a topological group structure. Similarly we can
define, for a fibre bundle pF : xxGF .... B, the group ;t(pF)
of automorphisms of pF and, under suitable conditions,
this is also a topological group . The purpose of this
thesis is to obtain information on the homotopy properties
of ~(p) and ~(pF). This is accomplished by using
known relations between two bundles in order to determine
corresponding relations between their groups of automor -
phisms .
Having shown that 1(pF ) is. algebraically, a quo -
tient of 1(p) Classified by the subgroup of G which
act s trivially on F . we prove that s uc h classification is
often al so topological. Moreover if h: G .... K is a t.opc -
logical group morphism and ph is the bundle induced from
p by h. there is a homomorphi sm n~ : ~ (p) .... ,(ph).
with ima ge ~ (ph) . whi ch is a fibration if h is
an n -equivalence if h ha s similar properties. Th is gen-
erates information on the fibre bundle problem and also on
iii
the effect of an enlargement of the structure group of
on ~ (p). Several computations are g i ve n , e specially
when the s t r u c t u r e group i s a c l as s i c a l gr oup.
The already known r elation be t ween 1(p ) and the
sp a ce GHap( B,BG;k ) , whe re k i s a classify ing map for
p , is t he n interpreted as a natural transformation con-
necting n~ and the map induced by h. in the obvious
way, between the corresponding l oop s paces. We also out-
line a theory analogous to that of the main bod y of the
thesis ; in it a change of the base space r ep l a c e s the
change of the structure group or fibre .
Finally, we give a non-standard construction of fibre
bundles and associated princ ipal bundles which leads to a
simple proof of the equivalence between the categori es of
principal GebundLe s over a space B and of fibre bundles
OVer B with fibre an effective G-space F .
· iv -
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ix
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(2.19) •
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INTRODUCTION
If p: X ~
- z -
is a principal c-bundt e , then a n auto-
morp hism of p is an equ Lvar Lan t map of X on to itself
over B. The set of all such automorphisms can be given
the st ructure of a topological group and will be denoted
by ~ (p ). Similarly if pF: XXCF .. B is the fibre
bundle associated to p and with fibre a C-space F. an
automorphism of pF is a map of the form fXCl:XxCF .. XxCF.
where is an automorphism of p , The space of all
automo rphisms of pF is denoted by 1 (pF) . It has a
group s t ructure and. unde r suitable conditions, it is a
topological group.
In recent years several authors have obtained results
concerning the homotopy properties of 1(p) and ~ (pF ) .
the interest in such matters being increased by the
occurrence of the group ~ (p) wi thin the context of the
" ga uge theories" of theoretical physics. Even without
this. however. the topological properties involved are
sufficiently interesting to justify a detailed study and
this thesis examines only these mathematical aspects.
What seems to be the first 'Work on the subj ec t 'Was
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carried out by I.M. James ([J] page 47) ....ho , identifying
l(p) with a certain sub space of the mapping space
Map(X.G). showed, for example, that if G is abelian
then ,(p) is homeomorphic to MapCB,G).
D.H. Gottlieb used a different approach (see, e.g .•
rcer i , [Go2). showing that when p is numerable, ~ (p)
has the same weak homotopy type as the space of loops on
the mapping space Map(B,BG;k). where k: B + BC is
classifying map for p , He also looked at the space
3(pF) ([Go2l prop. 6.1). but only in the case in which
the fibre F is effective.
New proofs of modified forms of Gottlieb's result,
obtained wi thin the context of a general theory of
f fb r a t i ons , have been obtained by C."forgan (010] chapter 3)
and PcBoc t h , P.Heath, C.Morgan and R.Piccinini ((BHMPll
and (BHMP2]) together with some computations of 'Ii ( 5(p))
in particular cases.
Other work has also been done for the cases where
carries a differentiable structure (see, e v g , J [on).
One feature of the methods used by these authors is
that they provide information about ,. (p) on the basis
of data concerning only the bundle p , A distinguishing
element of the approach used in this thesis is that we
- 4 -
start off with known relations between a pair of bundles,
and q ; for . instance q might be obtained from p
by an enlargement of the structure group, or. alternatively,
is a fibre bundle and p is the principal bundle to
which it is associated. We then construct homomorphisms
of topological groups between the corresponding groups of
automorphisms and may. in suitable circumstances, use them
to transform data about ~ (p) into data about ~ (q) •
or 1(Q). and vice Versa. For example,we are able to
use the computations of 11" i ( f(P» given in [MoJ in the
case where p is a principal U-bundle over a sphere to
compute many homotopy groups of q. (q) in the case where
the base space of q is a sphere and the structure group
one of U(n), SU(n) , SU or GL(n,C).
A basic technical tool used is a homeomorphism that
exists between l(p) and the space of sections of a
certain functional bundle (p p)G associated to the
principal G-bundle p . This homeomorphism, and its
analogue fOT 1(pF). reduce the study of the topology of
i (p) and of 1(pF) to that of a more familiar type of
space and allows us to view the homomorphisms between
automorphisms groups. that we have referred to. as being
induced by certain maps between the total spaces of
- 5 -
appropriate functional bundles. Now these inducing maps
are frequently locally trivial and this facilitates
various proofs. Another important point is the fact that
the relevant homomorphisms are natural with respect to the
weak homotopy equivalences of Gottlieb, thus they
correspond. in a strong sense, to induced maps between
loop spaces on the corresponding mapping spaces.
The thesis is structured as follows. After a brief
description of the convenient category of topological
spaces used, chapter 1) contains an exposition of the
defini tions and properties of principal and fibre bundles
that are needed later. Also we introduce the functional
bundle construction used and derive a few of its
properties .
In the first part of chapter 2) ~ (p) and J(pF)
are defined and some of their features analyzed . Certain
normal subgroups of 1(p). determined by subgroups of G,
are described : they will be seen to playa basic role
later. Also the homeomorphism between 1(p) and the
space of sections to the functional bundle (p p) G is
described, as well as its restrictions to these relevant
subgroups. This is used immediately to provIde a
generalization of the already mentioned result of James.
The analogous homeomorphism for '.t(pF) is also discussed.
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I n t he later part of the chap t e r we d esc r i be how a
G- s p a cc F a nd a t opolo g i c al group morph ism h : ... K
de termine. r es pect i vely. con tinuous homomorphis ms
r~: , (p ) ~ } (p F) and n~ : , ( p ) ~ 1 (ph), where ph
is the principal K-bundle determined by p and h. In
the special case whe re h is t h e i nclusio n of a subgroup
in a group, ph is the principal bundle obtained from p
by t he co r respondi ng en largemen t of t he s t ru ctu re gro up ;
this l eads to several applicatio ns la ter. Using the
homomorphi sm r~ we prove that } Cp F) i s, al gebraically,
a quotient group of f ( p ) , the kernel being dete rmined
by the s u bgr oup of G which acts trivially o n F . This
classification, under s u i t ab l e co nditions. is a lso valid
topologi cally . We a lso show t hat the space 1 ( p F), in
favourable ci r c ums t ances and for a conve nient choice of
h . can be identified with the i mage of the homomorphism
n~ mentioned before. In the last s e ction we show that
if is a principal (GIl( ... l(Gn)-bund le. then tj. ( p )
is isomorphic. as a topol ogical gr oup . t o the p roduc t
1(PI) l(· · · l( cf (Pn ) , where Pi i s a corresponding Gi -bundle
{Le L, • .• •n) .
Th e h omomo r p h i s m n~ can become a (Hurewicz or Se r r e )
fibration, provided h ha s similar properties . Thi s
idea is formalized and exploi ted in chapter 3). wh e re
different situa tions . l e a d i ng to different ki nd s of
7 -
f Lbr a t Lons , a re analy ze d. One consequenc e is t ha t , under
sui tab le co ndi tions , we are able t o identify '} ( p F)
wi t h a s ubg roup of the group of comp lete path components
is ch os en as before. Thus th e
study o f t he homotopy g roups of the spaces 1(pF)
reduces . excep t in dimension zero . to the study of the
same problem for groups of au t omcrpb I s ras of principal
bundles. Another impo rtant homotopy proper ty of is
show n t o be r e fl ec t ed by the induced homomorphism n~;
namely if h induces isomorphisms of homotopy groups in
a range of dimensions . then s o does n~ . even t hough t he
two ranges . depending on the d ime ns ion of the space B.
may be different. The results of this chapte r can be
considered a s central to t he thesi s . in that t hey prov Ide
the mean s of obtaining mos t o f our applicatio ns and main
theoretical results.
In chap ter 4 we use f unctional bundles t o outline
the proof of a st renghte ned version of Gottl ieb's r e sul t .
The method i n ques tion is t a ke n f rom [BHMP2J a nd is used
also t o p rove a key r e s u l t of t h i s chapte r: the homo-
morph ism n~ c orresponds, in a na t u r a l fashion , t o t he
map 0Ch . ) B' betwee n t he corresponding loop s pa ce s o f
map p i ng s pa c es, induced by h. : BG ... DX: Putting this in
c a t ego r i c a l t e r ms . there is a natural isomorphi s m be t we en
- 8 -
the functor which associates to h the homomorphism n~
and the functor which associates to h the H-map G( h . ) B
An important consequence of these res u lts is that . in
sui table conditions, 1 (pF) can be identified, up to weak.
homotopy equivalence. or even homotopy equiva lence. wi th
the H-space consis ting of a group of path components of a
loop space on a certain mapping space .
The results of chapters 3 and 4 are applied in
chapter S, where we compute a varie ty of homotopy groups
of the groups r (p). Some of the cases for which t h i s
is do ne have been mentioned previously and results for
orthogonal groups. analogous to those described before for
unitary groups. are given. We also obtain conditions
under which 1(pF) can be identified wi th the corre-
sponding group tt (p h ) rather than wi th a proper
subgroup of its group of path components.
The work is comple ted by two appendices . The first
one outlines a theory analogous to t hat of the main part
of the thesis t in which the technique of inducing a
principal bundle ph from p by means of a homomorphism
h is replaced by the familiar method of inducing a
principal bundle Pf from p by means of a map
between the base spaces. The homomorphisms between bundle
automorphism groups obtained with this approach have
9 -
properties that are often analogous to those described
earlier.
In the second appendix we give another application
of functional bundles. Namely, we show that associated
principal and fibre bundles can be obtained one from the
other as associated functional bundles . This construction
has the advantage of symmetry and of providing. in the
case of an effective fibre F, a simple proof of the
equivalence between the category of principal c-bunares
over a space B and the category of fibre bundles with
fibre F , and structure group G, over B.
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CHAPTER
BAS I C
AND
DEFINITIONS
NOTATION
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The spaces analyzed in this thesis are spaces of maps
and it is well known that several interesting properties
of such spaces are valid only under certain condi-
tions. If one works in the category !£E. of all topolo-
gical spaces, this means stating such conditions each
time they are needed, with the consequent loss of sim-
plicity in the exposition.
In order to avoid this complication we shall make two
basic assumptions which will be adhered to throughout the
thesis, without being recalled. These assumptions do not
rule out any of the interesting cases that one meets in
practice (e.g •• cw-ccapfexes , manifolds etc.) and allow
us to use those needed properties without any problem,
Clearly. there are alternative assumptions which can be
made to serve the same purpose and we are certain that the
reader will easily be able to determine how to maintain
the validity of our results under those different
condi tions.
The first and main assumption is as follows.
ASSUMPTION We shall work within the convenient
category K of k-spaces.
12
This category (see I v I) is a full subcategory of !£.2..,
the obj eets of which are topological spaces having the
final topology wi th respect to all incoming maps from
coepac t Hausdorff spaces. There is a functor
K:!£E. ... !
right adjoint to the inclusion functor, which assigns to
each topological space X its "k-ili-cation", that is,
the same underlying set r e topo Iog Lzed with the final to-
pology with respect to all maps from compact Hausdorff
spaces to X.
With this in mind, we now begin to give some defini-
tions and results which will often be used in this thesis
without being explicitely quoted. All the proofs will be
omi t t ed , but can easily be obtained or found in the
Ii t e r at ure ,
A space - is an obj ec t of the category!.
A 8ubspaoe U of a space is a subset of X
endowed with the "k-ification" of the relative topology.
Notice that if U is closed or open in X, then the sub-
space t epc Logy and the relative topology coincide.
Given two spaces and Y, the prodwa t xxY is
the "k-ification" of the usual cartesian product in ~.
- 13 -
A ~ is a morphism in !. The notation
f : X -to Y: :r: ....... y
means that is a map (OT J sometimes. just a function)
from X to Y, which associates to the typical element
:r:t:X the element YEY. For a space X, the identity map
on X will be denoted by IX' or simply by 1 • whenever
no confusion arises.
The initial topology on a space X with respect
to a family of outgoing maps can be defined as in !££.
(see r sr i , page 153).
The notion of final topology , and. in particular,
of quotient 8paae coincide with the analogous construc-
tions in !£.p.. ([Br] section 4.2). since the functor K
preserves eoUmi ts. We shall often use the fact that, if
X is a space and {Uj } j £oJ is an open cover of X. then
has the final (or J in this case. ~ topology
with respect to the inclusions {j: Uj -+ X}j€J'
Gi Yen two spaces X and Y, the set map (X, Y)
consists of all maps from to Y. When endowed with
the "k -d f'Lc a t i.on" of the compact open topology {Iur J page
155), it becomes a mapping spaoe , denoted by Map(X,Y),
Notice that for each compact subspace C of X and each
- 14
open subspace U of Y, the set
((C,U» • {f,Map(X ,Y)!f(C)cU}
which is subbasic for t h e compact open t opo l ogy. is still
open i n Map eX,Y) •
The fol lowing t heo r em will often be refer red to as
the 6zponential law a nd const itutes one of the main
advant ages o f worki ng i n t he category!.
~ Gi ven spaces X, Y and Z the r e is a homeo-
morphism
.: Map(XxY,Z) + Map(X ,Map(Y,Z))
defined by t he relation Hf)(r)(y)' f(r,y) .
Denoting by f · g the compos i te of the Maps g : X -+ Y
and f: Y ... Z, we then have :
COROL LARY For any spaces X, Y a nd Z. t h e fo llowing
fu nctions a re co nt i nuou s :
ev: Map(X,Y»)(X'" Y: (f,z) "- fez)
c: Map(Y,Z)xMap(X,Y) + Map(X,Z): (f,g) ..... f ·g
If p: X ... B is a map and U {re s p • • b) is a
subset (element) of B, then xju (Xlb) will denote
the subspace p·'(U) (P·'(b)) of x.
- IS
If p: X" B is a map. a .Botion of p is a map
5: B .. X such that p ·s· 1B, The subspace of Map(B,X)
consisting of all sections of will be denoted by
sec(p). When p is a bundle or a fibration we shall
also say that X is the totaZ .paC18 and B the ba8.
epao. of p ,
The results which we are now going to quote require
the condition that certain spaces be Hausdorff. Since
they will be used qui te frequently in the thesis. our
second assumption will be as follows.
ASSUMPTION All basic spaces that we shall consider,
that is, all spaces not obtained from others through some
construction of sort. are assumed to be nausdorff. More-
over. all quotient spaces that we shall consider are
assumed to be Hausdorff.
This hypothesis, as we shall see. forces all the
spaces that we shall construct to be Hausdorff, a condi-
tion perhaps excessive, but which will greatly simplify
the exposition. We also like to notice that a Hausdorff
k-space is also "compactly generated", that is, a subspace
of such a space X is closed if and only if its Lnt.e r-
16 -
section with each compact subspace of X is closed.
If p : X ... Band q: Y B are two maps with the
same range space, a map f: X Y is oVer B if q -£. p-
In this case the subspace of Map(X,Y) consisting of
maps OVer B will be denoted by M(p ,q). Also, for a
given map f EM(p,q) and a given subspace U of B, the
notation flu will denote the restriction of to XIU.
The following r e s u I t is one of those which depend
mainly on the fact that B is assumed to be Hausdorff.
LEMMA Given maps p: X ... Band q: y ... B, then M(p,q)
is closed in Map(X,Y).
Still in the same situation, the pullback of p
and q is the (closed) subspace Xn¥ of XxV defined
by :
XnY • {(z,y) Ip(z)
- q (y))
and there exist maps :
Pq : XnY ... ¥ : (z,y) ..... y
qp : Xr'j¥ ... X: (z,y) ..... z
pnq: XnY'" B : (z,y) ..... p(z)
and the "universal. property" described by the following
theorem.
THEOREM Given a space
- 17 -
and two maps f: Z -+- X and
g : Z -+ Y such that p s f .. q vg , the map
(f,g): Z +XnY:. 'C+ (f(z),g(z))
is t he unique element in the intersection of M(f ,qp)
wi th
In genera l a commutative diagram of maps of the form
W p i
q '
p
is a puZlbaek diagram if the corresponding " universa l
prope rty" holds ; that is , if for any space and any two
maps f: Z -+ X and g : Z -+ Y such that p s f .. q-g . there
is a uniq ue map h: Z .. W such tha t q t ehe f and p t vhvg ,
A topologieaZ group is a space G which has a ls o
a multip licat ive group structure such t h a t the mul tipli-
ca t ion and inverse func tions:
1.1: GxG -+ G: (g,g') gg'
i:G"G :g"\,-+g-l
a re both cont inuous. I f is a t op ol og i c a l group a nd
11 is a closed subspace of G which i s a lso an a lgebraic
subgroup of G, we shall say that H is a topo'Logic:a'L
BUbqroup of G, o r that II is a Bubqroup of the topo -
- 18 -
lo gi c a l group G. When another expression will be used.
this will refer to a situation different from the one
just described and clearly identifiable from the context.
The notion of a norma l subgroup will al ways refer to the
algebraic me a n i ng of the word and will never carry any
topological significance.
A continuous homomorphism h: G • K between t opoIo -
gi c a l groups will often be referred to as a topological
group morphism. An isomorp hisM of topological g r oup s
i s a morphism which is also a homeo morphism.
We conclude this introductory chapter with a few
r emarks on the notation.
First of all. we shall quite often consider cot t ec -
tions of sets (e . g. open covers of a space) who se
indexing set has no relevance at all in the discussion.
In those cases the indexing set will be omitted complete-
l y, in order to simplify the notation, and onl y the
t ypical element of the collection, enclosed in curly
brackets, will identify the collection . So , for instance,
{U} will stand for {Uj }jE J whenever no confusion arises.
The use of curly brackets to describe sets, like
- 19 -
G • {glg.G}
will be clearly distinguishable from the context .
The symbol ~ will denote a topological homeu -
morphism and the symbol an algebraic isomorphism. If
X and Yare spaces, the notation X -v Y indicates that
X and Yare homotopy equivalent, whi Le if and
are maps, f -v g means that and are homotopic .
The symbol / / will signal the end of a proof, or, when
appearing at the end of the statement of a result, that
the proof is ami tted because of its simplicity.
When quoting a piece of literature. an abbreviation
in square brackets will identify the paper or book quoted,
according to the list presented. in alphabetical order.
at the end of the thesis and will be followed by the
e xa c t location, within that work, of the needed result
( no t i c e that such convention has already been used in
this chapter) 0 So , for instance, Lllu s l tho 3.2 pa ge 42
wi 11 refer to theorem 3 .2, on page 42, of the book by
Do Husemoller on "Fibre bundles" 0
For any other symbol s or terms used, we refer the
reader to the general literature 0
- 20 -
CHAPTER
PRINCIPAL , FIB R E
AND FUNCTIONAL BUNDLES
• Zl -
1) G-SPACES AND G-MAPS
Let X be a space and a topological group with
uni t e , We say that X is a right G-.pac. if there
is a map p: XxG -+ X, called the ~ of G on X,
such that:
1) for every xC!:X , p(z ,e) - %,
2) for every Z€X and every g,g 'EG, p(z ,gg')-p(p(z,g),g').
Similarly we say that X is a W;i G-space if
there is a map A: GxX -+ X, also called the action of G
on X, such that:
1) for every Z€X , ).,(e ,%)· z,
2) for every Z€X and every g,g'€G, ).(gg',%)->"(g,).(g' ,%»).
Usually we shall denote the element p(z,g) Cresp o
A(g ,z» as x9 (9z) . Also, fo r a given subset UeX
and a given gEG, Ug (gU) will denote the set
{zgl:uU} ({gz !":t:U}). There is a bijective correspondence
between left and right actions; namely. given a right
ac tion and a left action of G on X, we say
that and are associated if for any ".X and
g . G ).(g,,,) . p (" ,g-l) • Properties enjoyed by a given
action have a corresponding analogue for its associated
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action. So whenever that analogy is evident we shall
only discuss the case of interest to us, but we shall
be more specific when significant differences will arise.
1. I EXAMPLES
a) Let G be a topological group and let H be a
subgroup of G. Then muLt.LpLi.c a t Lon defines both a
right and left action of H on G. However the two
actions are not associated in general.
b) Let E he the closed interval [ - 1 , 1] and SO be
the di s c re t.e group {l , -I}. Then the map
.>..: SaxE -+ E: (a,t) '\.0"" at
makes into a left SO-space.
c) Let h: G + K be a topological group morphism.
Then there is a left action >.. (h) of G On
by the relation
defined
1.2 l.(h)(g,k) - h(g)k
Similarly we get a right action p (h) by letting
p(h) (k,g) - k(h(g)). In general l.(h) , p(h) and their
associated actions determine four distinct actions of
on K. However we shall only use A(h) •
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Notic e that for a given left G-space X and a
given gl!:G the restriction of the action
determines a homeomorphism
to {g } ><X
g* : X -+ X: % '\r+ g:r:
which will be said to be an action map. In fact
using an exponential law we can associate to a map
1.3 )..+: G -+ MaplX,X) : g '\rio g"
its image, i.e. the subspace of MaplX,XJ consisting
of action maps, will be denoted by M). (X,X).
1.4 PROPOSITION Let >.: GxX .. X be a left action.
Then M>.lX,X) has a group structure, given by map
composition, with respect to which ).*: G -+ M). (X,X)
is a continuous epimorphism.
PROOF It suffices to notice t hat j fo r each g€ G,
(g-1)4 i s the inverse of ~ . / 1
The kernel of X* is a subgroup of the topological
g r oup G; it will be referred to as the kerne l of t h e
aotion A and will be denoted by Kr). or xrX
a c c or d i ng to whether it will be more important to
specify the action or the Gvspace . The quotient G/ Kr X
will often be denoted by QX.
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In examples 1.1 a) and 1.1 b j the kernel of the action
is trivial, while in example 1.1 c) xrA(h) coincides
wi th the kernel of h.
The analogous construction for the case in which
i s a right G-space gives rise to a map rt' : G ~ Mp(X,X j
which is not a homomorphism, but has the property that
tor any g .e ' EG pot (gg') • p" (g' Jp" ( g) • Hence it is
still true that P" is injective if and o n l y if its
kernel, Krp J is trivial.
1. 5 DEFINITION Let" be a (left or right) action
of G on X. Then is said to be effBotiv e if
~ is injective, tsss: if vt (e I i s the only ma p in
M,, (X,X) that has a fixed point (or points), admiss i b l e
if V" is an identitication map .
In example 1.1 a) is a free H-space and we
shall show later that it is also admis sible; in example
1.1 b) E is effective but not free , since
( -1)'(0) ·0· (1)'(0) ; in example 1.1 c) K being
effective and x: being f r e e are both equ iva l e nt to h
be i ng injective. It is eas y to construct examples of
G-sp a c e s which are free but not ad missible, however i f
X is admissible t hen M,,( X.X), being a quoti ent grou p
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of G, is itself a topological group. If X is a free
G-space then it is also effective, while if it is not
effective then the action 'V of G induces an action
v': XXQ X .. X: (Z,gKTV) "1..+ xfj
(and similarly for left (i-spaces) with respect to which
X becomes an effective Qx-space. Finally we notice
that if G is compact then any G-space is admissible.
1.6 DEFINITION A map f: X" Y between right G-spaces
is a G-map if, for every XEX and fjEG J f (xg)·£ (x)g.
The notion of G-map can be easily extended to the
case in which X and Yare left spaces ( f(gx)-gf(z)
or one is a left and the other a Tight G-space
(f(xg)_g-l f l x) or f(gx)_f(x)g-l), but these are used
less frequently. If X and Yare G-spaces the subspace
of MaplX,Y) consisting of G-maps will be denoted by
MG{X,Y). In the particular case when X· Y ,. G the
notation MG(G ,G) will refer to the right action of G
on itself determined by muLt LpL'ica t i cn ,
1.7 LEMMA Let X and Y be two G-spaces. Then
MG(X,Y) is closed in Map(X,Y).
~ If X and Yare right Gvs pac es , let fEMap(X,Yj
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and suppose t ha t.j fo r given %~X and g€G . £(zg) ." £(Z)9.
Choose open sets U and V in Y such that £(.:)g£U,
f("g)<V and UnV· ~. Then «{,,),Ug- 1)) n «{"g),V))
is open in Map(X,Y) . contains f. but no Gvmaps , Thus
the complement of Me (X t Y) is open and this proves the
claim. The other cases can be treated in the same way.11
If X is a right G~space. we can also consider, for
each %£X, the restriction of the action p to {,,)xG.
this gives rise to a map
".
: G ~ X: 9 "'"' "9
which, cons idering G as a right Gesp ace , is a G-map.
In fact we can associate to the action a map
1.8 p.. : X" Map(G,X): % '\,+ :r.
and it is easy to see that the image of P" is MG(G.X).
1. 9 ~ For eve ry G-space X, the map p.. : X .. MC(G,X)
is a homeomorphism.
PROOF Evaluation at provides an inverse for p...1/
In the case of a left action generated by a topologi-
cal group morphism h: G ... {example 1.1 c)), every
element of M). (h) (I,I) is also an e lement of MI(I,I).
1. 10 PROPOS I TI ON
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If h: G .... K is a topological group
morphism and IJ: [xX'" K is the muLt i.p Ld ca t Lcn , then
M)'(h) (K,K) coincides with the subspace u, (h(G)) of
Mx:(K,X) and is closed in Map(K,K) if h(G) is closed in K.
PROOF For any kcK
". (k) is left mul tiplication by k,
so it is in M)'(h) (K,K) if and only if is in the
image of h. Lemmas 1.7 and 1.9 prove that if
h(G) is closed in then M),th) (K,K) is closed
in Map(K,K) .t !
1.11 COROLLARY For any normal subgroup H of a
topological group G the quotient group G/H is an
admissible G-space with respect to the left action >..(11")
generated by the canonical proj ection . : G ... G/H.
!!Q..Q.!.. We only need to notice that in this case the map
>"( 11')" : G .. M>"(1l")(G/H,G/HJ is, up to homeomorphism, the
canonical projection itself. / /
1.12 COROLLARY Let H be a subgroup of the topologi-
cal group G. Then G is an admissible left H-space
with respect to the action A(l) generated by the
inclusion r : H >. G.
.!!.Q..Q£. Again the map A(\)" : H. MA(l)(G,G) is, up to
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homeomorphism, the identity on H.I/
§ 2) PRINCIPAL G-BUNDLES
If X is a right G-space there is an equivalence
relation a on X obtained setting z Oy if. and only
if, there exists an element gE:G such that • :cg.
The equivalence class of an element ZE:X will be called
the orbit of :r: and denoted by xG. Consequently the
quotient space of determined by 0 will be called
the orbit space of X and denoted by X/ G,
., X + X/G
particular,
the space
itself, to
1. 13
being the canonical projection.
X is free there is a function
XnX, obtained as a pullback of
G, defined by
T: XnX ... G: (x,:cg) "V+ g
When, in
from
with
1.14 DEFINITION The function described by 1.13
is called the translation funotion for X and if it
is continuous X is said to be a prinaipal G-space.
1.15 DEFINITION A map p : X .. is said to be
looatly trivial with fibre F if there exists an open
COVer lUI of
~U: UxF + p-l(U)
proj ect ion On U.
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and, for each UE:{U}, a homeomorphism
such that the composite p·.U is the
In this case the cover {U} will be
said to be a looally trivial cov"r for p, each .u
will be a local homsomorphism and the collection
I (U'~U)I locally trivial structure for p.
Notice that for any topological group and any
space B the product BxC is a free right c-spece ,
the action being :
Lxu : BxGxG ... BxG: (b .e ,g r) 'V+ (b .ee ')
With this in mind we can now define the basic
objects of our study.
1.16 DEFINITION A map p : X .....
(right) principal G-bundl. if
is said to be a
is a right G-space,
p is locally trivial with fibre G and the local
homeomorphisms are all G-maps.
The analogous notion of !.ill principal G-bundle
is rarely considered in the literature. We shall never
use it and hence the word "right" will be omitted
from now on.
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1.17~
a) Le t B be a space and G a topological group.
Then t he projection pr : BxG .. is a p rincipal
G-bundle with only one l o cal homemorphism , given by
the identity map . We shall call this a produot
principal G- bundle .
b) If H is a subgroup of the topological group G
and G has a local section at H ([Sw] def . 4 .12),
the projection 11' : G .. G/H is a principal H-bundle
(use , for instance , (5w) th o 4 .13).
The following result justifies the terminology used .
1.18 PROPOS I T I ON If p: X ..... B is a principal G-bundle,
then X is a principal G-space and
to X/G.
is homeomorphic
PROOF Let {(U ,¢IU)} be t he locally trivial struc t ure
for p and assume that there exist Z€X and g€G such
that Z9· e , Then there must exist Ut:{U} and a€G
so that p(",).U and ~i/("') . (p(",) ,a). But no", "'. have
thus implying that g- This means that X is free
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and hence has a translation function r , Using the
fact that for any UdUj
(Xn X) IU :l: (XIU) n(XIU) :l: UxGxG
we obta in, for each U€{U} J a commutative diagram
(XnX) IU --!.l.!!.... G
:l: 1
UxGxG ~ G
where a(b ,g . g ') • g-l g , . The obvious co nt r nu r t y of
proves the local , and henc e g l ob a l , continui ty of the
translation funct ion . To prove t he s econc part .... e
ob s erve that by hypothesis p is surjective and open
and s o it is an i de nt i f i c a t i on. Using again the l ocal
home omorphi s ms one can easily see that two point s o f
X have t he same image under p i f an d only i f th ey
are in the same orbit . Combining these two fact s it i s
immedi ate t o ob ta i n the homeo mo rphism between and
X/G . I I
The f ollowing defini tien will allow us to consider
some categorie s whose obj ect s are principal bundles.
1. 19 DEFIN1T1Otl Given a principal G-bund1e p : X + B
and a principal Gl-bundle p ' : X' + B', a principa t
b undl:e mor phi sm fr om p to p' is a triple { f ,f•• h )
where f : X + X' and f. : B + B' a r e maps, h : G + G'
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is a topological group morphism and the following
diagrams are commutative :
p
x 2- X·
f xh 1
X' xC ' ~ x:
The category of principal bundles and principal
bund l e mcrph i s ms , denoted by P , can now be d ef i ned
u sing th e obv ious c ompo s it e s a nd id e nt ities. We s ha l l
be int e r e s ted mai nly in some of its subcategories .
Name l y, for a given spac e we s hal l deno t e by PB
the s ubcategory of P consisting of p rincipal bundles
ov er and morphisms of the form (f,IB ,h). Al so,
given a topological group G, pG will denote the
s ubc a t e gory of P consisting o f p r i nc i p a l G- bund les
a nd morphi sms of the form (f,fo,l G) ' Finall y P~
wi l l denot e the inters ect ion of PB a nd pC; in t h i s
ca t e gory a morphism is a G-ma p f : X ... X' ov e r
a nd wi 11 often be denoted by f : p ... p ",
1 .20 ~ Ev e r y morphi sm of i s an isomorphi sm.
PROOF See [ Hus J tho 3 .Z page 4 Z. / /
1. 21 DEF INIT ION An obj ect o f is said to be
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trivial if it is isomorphic to the product principal
G-bundle over B.
1.22 PROPOSITION Given a principal G-bundle p: X .. B
the following statements are equivalent:
a) p is trivial ,
b) sec(p) is not empty ,
c) MG(X,G) is not empty.
!.!Q.Q£. The map
s : B + BxG: b + (b,e)
provides a section to the product principal G-bundle
over B and this suffices to prove that a) implies b).
NOw if s e s ec Ip) and BnX denotes the pullback of the
identity on B with p, the composite
x~ BnX~ XoX 2...- (j
is an element of MG(X,G) and therefore b) implies c) .
Finally if f,MGlX,G) the map (p,£) : X .. B)(G is a
morphism i n P~. By theorem 1. 20 this proves that
c) implies a). / /
We shall now describe two standard constructions
which enable us to produce new principal bundles using
the pullback construction.
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1.23 PROPOSITION Let p : X .... B be a principal G-bundle
and f: A .... B be a map. Then the map Pf : AnX .... A is
a principal n- bund t e .
PROOF See [H us) prop. 4.1 pa ge 43 . //
1.24 DEF IN I T I ON Le-t p : X .... B be a p r inc i pa l G- bundlc
a nd p' : X' .... B a principal G'-bundle. Then the map
pnp' : XoX ' .... B is called the Whitney Bum of p and p ",
1.25 PROPOSITION The Whitney sum p np' : Xn X' .... B of
a principal G-b unclle p: X .... B and a princ i pal G' -bund l e
p ": X' .... B i s a p r r nc Lpa I (Gx G' ) - b u nd le.
PROOF The map
PtlP' : (XnX·) x(G xG') .... X" X': (z,z'.!l. g') ...... (,xg,z'g')
is a well defined acti on of GxG' on Xn X' . Let now
{ (U ' ~ U ) )
for p
a nd { (U, ¢It; )} b e t he l ocall y triv i al s t ruc t ures
and p' respectivel y . (We can a ssume, without
l oss of generality , that t.he locally trivial covers
co i ncIde ) Th en j f o r each U€{ U} , the map
~Un~U: UxGxG' + (XnX')lu: (b , g,g') "-+ (~u(b ,g)'~U(b,g'))
defines the local homeomorphism needed to complete
the proof. / /
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§ 3) FI BRE BUNDLES
Let p: X " B be a principal G-bundle and let
be a left G-space. Then there is a right action
of on XxF defi ned by the relation
C",y) g
and we can consider the resulting orbit space,
denoted by XxGF. and the proj ection
I. 2& p Ie )
An element (x,y)G of XxGF will be denoted by
(;e,y] whenever no confusion ari ses.
1.27 DEFINITION A f i br e b u ndl e a ssociated to the
principal G-bundle p: X -+ B and with fibre F is a
pair (q,h) in which q: Y -+ B is a map and
h : Y -+ XxGF is a homeomorphism over B.
We will usually consider fibre bundles of the form
is the identi t y on XxGF, and they
will be denoted simply by FP • Even in other cases the
homeomorphism h will, for simplici t y of exposition,
be ignored.
Since for any space B (BxG) xGF ~ BxF, it follows
that a locall y trivial structure { (U.¢lU) } for p
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induces a locally trivial structure t ( U ,~~) } on pF
in which the locally tr i vial cover is unchanged and,
for a given UEtU }
g i v e n by
t he local home omo r ph i s m ~ FU is
Hence for each b EB the fibre (pF)-l(b) is homeo-
morphic to F.
Let now f: P'" pi be a morphism in pi, where
p : X ... Band p' : XI ... B. Then the map £x1 : XxF ... X' xF
induces a map
fF: x xGF + X' xGF : ["" y) .,... [f (",),y)
1. 29 DEFINITION Let (q , h) and (q' ,h' ) be fibre
bundl es with fibre associated to the principal
G-bundles p and p' respectively. If f : p + p'
is a morphism in pG the map (h') - 1 . f F . h is saidB
to be a fi bre bundl e mor phism.
1 .30 PROPOSITION Gi v e n a space B. a topological
group G and a left G- s pa c e there is a category
F:(G) whose objects are all fibre bundles a ssociated
to obj eets of pi and wi t h fibre and whose
mo r ph i sms are fibre bundle morphisms. Moreover there
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is a functor r F . P~ ... F:(G) defined by setting
rF(p) _ land rF(f). fF. I I
It is also possible to construct, in a similar
way , a category pF (G) associated to pG J but it
will not be used in this thesis.
§ 4) PRIN CIPAL BUNDLES INDUCED BY A
TOPOLOGICAL GROUP MORPHISM
Every principal G-bundle p : X .. B is a fibre
bundle associated to itself with fibre G, since,
viewing G as a left G- space wi th respect to its
mul tiplication, XXGG is canonically homeomorphic
to X ( [Hus ] COT. 1.2 page 70). The converse is not
true in general, that is, not every fibre bundle is a
principal bundle, since not every left G-space is
a topological group. However the following definition
gives rise to an important exception which will be
used extensively .
1.31 DEFINITION Let p : X .. B be a pr incipal G ~bundle
an d h : G ...,.. K a topological group morphism . The fibre
bundle pK: xxGK ...,.. B. obtained with respect to the
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action ).( h ) . is said to be indue.d [rom p by h. In
this case we shall use the notation ph: XXhK .. B.
This different notat ion will be extended in the !
obvious way to local homeomorphisms. fibre bundle
morphisms and s o on; it is justified by the fact that
the act ion of G on K. depend s mes tly on hand
by the following resul t .
1. 32 ~ Let p : X .. B be a principal G-bundle
and h: G ..... K a topological gr oup morphism. The n the
map ph: xxhK.. i s a principal X-bundle, the
action being:
p h (X XhK) XJ( .. Xxh X: ([ z, k J, k') '\t+ [z, kk']
PROOF The function ph is continuous si nc e Xxh K
i s a quotient o f XxX a nd J( i s a topological gr oup .
Mor eov e r the local ho meomorphi sms for ph, as g i v e n in
1.28, a r e of the form
~~ : UxK + ( KXhKj IU : (b ,k j '1.+ [~U(b •• j ,k ]
and theretore ar e Kvmap s , So by definition 1.16
i s a principal K-bundle. 11
We al so observe that the translation function for
ph is g iven by:
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1.34 THEOREM . Gi v e n a space B and a topological group
morphism h: G -+ K there is a tunctor nh: P~ -+ P~
defined by nh(p) • ph and Jlh(f) _ fh for obj ec t s and
morphisms respectively.
PROOF We only need to prove that for any morphism
of P~ the map fh is a [-map, since identities and
composites are clearly preserved . To that end notice
that for any lx,khXxhK and k't:K, if f(z)· zg
.... e have
fh( L",k lk') - fh[",kk'l • ["g,kk'l •
• ["g,klk' • fh([",kJ)k'
thus proving the claim. II
1.)4 EXAMPLE Let H be a normal subgroup of the topo-
logical group G and consider the canonical proj ection
'If: G ... GIll. In this cas e XX'II' (G/H) .:';: X/H, where the
action of H on X is just the restriction of the
action of G ([Hus 1 th o 1.1 page 70) • The homeomorphism
is obtained associating to an element [" ,gHl<Xx. (G/H)
the element "gH.X/H. For simplici ty of no t a t r on we
shall often consider X/H as the total space of .p
Notice that if H is not normal in G the homogeneous
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space G/H is still a left Gvs pac e , so we can define
pG/H, but this will be only a fibre bundle.
1. 35 DEFINITION Let p: X + B be a principal G-bundle
and t : G + K an inclusion. Then the principal Kvbund Le
p\ is said to be an extension of p and p is said
to be a reS triction of p \
1.36 PROPOSI Tl ON Let p: X ~ B be a principal G-bundle
and h: G ... K a topological group morphism. If p is
trivial or h is trivial then ph is trivial.
PROOF Using theorem 1.20 we see that the map
(b ,h(g)k)
proves the claim in the case where p is trivial,
while the map
t': XXhK + BxK: [~.kl (p(~) .k)
proves it in the case where h is trivial.!!
Given a principal (i-bundle p: X ... and a t.opo-
logical group morphism h : (j ... K there is a map
1.37 jlh):X+XXhK::rl\;+[x,e J
1. 38 ~ For each UdU} there is a commutative
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diagram
x lu Hh) [u ~ (xxh K) [u
~ u 1 1~t
UxG Lxh UxK
and he nce if h ( G) is closed in K then j (h) (X) i s
c l ose d i n XXhK and if h i s an inclus i on the n s o i s H Il) . / /
1. 39 LEMMA Let p: X ~ B b e a pr incipa l G-bundl e
and q : Y ~ B a pri nc ipa l K-bund1e. Then q is
i somorphic, in p~ , to h fOT some topological groupP •
morphi sm h: G -+ K, if and onl y if there exi sts J in
PB, a morphism from p to q of the form (f ,h) .
PROOF If such a morphism e x i s t s, then the function
£1: XxhK .. Y: [x, k J -v.. f(x) k
i s well defi ned and continuous and, be i ng a K-map over
B, defines an isomorphism, in P~ . between ph and q.
Conv e r s e l y , let £1: XxhK ... Y be an isomorphism in P~
between ph and q • The n the pair ( f ,h). whe r e
f .. £ I.j (h), i s a morphi sm in PB' as proved by the
commutativi ty of the diagram
XxG j (h) xl ( XXhK) xG~ YxK
~ X l ~y
X Hh) XxhK ---..!.:- Y
which can be ea sily verified . / !
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1.40 PROPOSI TION Let p: X -+ B be a pri ncipal K-bundle
and h: G ... K a topological group morphism. If there
exists a principal G·bundle q: Y ... B such that qh is
isomorphic to p then the fibre bund le pK/h(G) has
a sec tion.
~ We can assume, without loss of genera lity , that
q: Y ... B is such that qh. p , Then t he composite
y illiL. X 2- X/h(G)
is constant on each fibre of q and hence defines a map
s : B ~ X/h(G): b'l.+ [j(hjlq-'(b)))
which is the required sec tion of pK/h(G) .11
In general p ropo s i t Ion 1 .40 does not have a COnverse.
The f o l lowing counte rexample u s e s s ome r e s ul t s which
wi ll be mentioned only in a later chapter , hut which can
be easily found in the literature . Since the r e a l line
R is contractible , eve ry principa l R-bundle over 52
is t r i v i al. The Hop f bundle n: 53 ... 52 (see , e.g .,
(Sp] 2.7.6J is a non t r i v i a l principal 5 1-bundle and
therefore . by proposition 1 .36 . it cannot be induced
from any principa l R-bundle by the projec tion 11": R ... 51 ,
in this caseNever the less the fibre bundle pK/h(G)
is n
s1/ s1 which is the identity on 52 and hence
has a section.
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When h is an inclusion, however, such converse
can be obtained. a s proved in [Hus] th.2.3 page 71.
The following result will provide a converse to
proposi ticn 1. 25.
t:,.1 PROPOSITION Let p : X .. B be a principal
( G1x G2) - bu nd l e . Then denoting by 'TT i G1xG2 ... Gi
(i=I,2) the canonical projections , p is isomorphic
to the Whitney s u m p1t~p Tr 2
PROOF The universal property of pu Lfbacks ensure s
that the projections ei : X .... X/G i induce a map
f: X + (X/G 2 ) n( X/G
'): x '\,+ (xG
2.xG
')
Now f o r any .:tEX. gl EG1 , g 2EG2 we have
f( x(gl. g 2)) • (x( g l. g 2)G 2 .x(g l. g 2)G
') •
• (x(gl.e 2)G 2.x(e'. g 2)G ') =
• ( xG 2 . x G') ( g l. g 2)
s o i s a ( G1 xG2) -map ove r B and henc e an
i s omorphi s m betwe e n p a nd p'lf
1
n p 1f
2
. / /
1.42 COROLL~ A princi pal G-bundle p: X .... B is
i somorphic to the Whi tney sum of a principal H-bundle
and a principal H' -bundle if and only if G is
i somorphic to HxH'./ /
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We conclude this s ec t acn by mentioning a result
whose proof can be easily obtained.
1.4) PROPOSITION Let p : X .. B be a principal G-bunclle
and let h: G .. G'. hi: G I .. Goo be topological group
morph i sms , Then (ph)h ' 15 Isomorphic to ph'.h
in pr.//
1.44 COROLLARY Let p : X .. B be a principal G-bundle,
h: G -+ K a topological group morphism wi th kernel H
and h ": G/H ... K the induced monomorphism. Then
x xhK and X/Hxh, K are canonically homeomorphic over B./ /
5) FUNCTIONAL BUNDLES
We now recall a construction of Booth and Brown
which will be heavily used in this thesis .
Let X and Y be topological s p a ce s . We denote
by P(X, Y) the space of maps hav i ng a closed subspace
of X as domain and Y as range. Its topology is :"
the "k-ification" of the topology having as a subbasis
all sets of the form ((C,U)), where is a compact
subspace of X, U is an open subspace of Y and
«C,Ull • (f<P(X,Y) I Yx«Cndom(f)), f(xl<U}
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We draw t he reader 's a ttention t o t he fact that t he
"emp ty map" CIl: $ .. a ls o belongs to pex ,Y).
I f we ha ve t wo maps p: X .. Band q: Y .. B we
can defi ne a se t
(X y). u map(Xl b ,Ylb)
b e B
and two f unctions
(p q): (X Y) + B: (a : X l b + Ylb) .".. b
1. ~ 6
j: (X Y) + P(X ,Y) : (a: Xl b Ylb)"'" ib ·a
whe re i b : Y Ib + Y i s t he i nclusion . The i nit ial t.opo-
l ogy On (X Y) wi th respect t o (p q) and is
cal led the modi- fi ed oompaot -op e n t o po log y ([BBl l de f ,
2.1) •
1.4] DEFINITION The space (X Y) is sa i d to be the
f un c t i o nal spa c e associated to p and and t he map
(p q) the !un"tional bund le associated t o p and q ,
The resul t concerning functio nal bundles which we
s hall mos t l y use is a s f ollows .
1.48 THEOREM Let p: X .. Band q : y .. B be maps.
Then t he r e is a homeomorphism 41: ~I(p,q) ... s e c ( p q )
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between the s pac e of maps from X to Y over B and
the space of s e c t i ons to (p q). defined by
Hf) (b) • f!p·'( b)
~ see [BB1] cor. 3.7 and tho 7.3 .//
In the cases i n which we are i nt e r e s t e d, the maps
and q are locally trivial and a significant
simplification Occurs. In fact. suppose that p and q
have fibres and G respectively and locally trivial
structures I(U,tU)) and I(U,,,,U) } respectively (a ga i n
it is easily arranged, by restriction, that the two struc-
tures have a common locally trivial cover). Then, for
each UE{U} . there is a map
I. 49 XU: UxMap(F ,G) ~ (X Y) [u. (b, f) .,... 'U ,b ·f ·tii~b
where t U ,b and ' U ,b are the restrictions of t u
and
'u to
l b }xF and Ib }xG respectively .
1 .50 PROPOS I T I ON All the maps Xu are homeomorphisms
and hence ( p q) is a locally triv i al map with fibre
Map(F,G) and locally trivial structure I (U,XU) ).
PROOF see [ BB2] tho 2.1 and remark 8.2.//
We notice that thi s proposition is very important
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a1 so because we want to work wi t h Hausdort t spaces.
I n tact lX YJ in general i s not Hausdorff (see [BB1)
s ec t i cn SJ t but if p and q are locally trivial then
proposi t Lon 1. SO together with the Hausdorffness of G
prove s tha t lX Y) is Hausdorff .
In the re mainder of this thesis we shall be
Interested mainly in two particular cases ot this
construction. First of all let p: ~ 8 and
p' : X' ~ B be princ ipal Gvbundl e s , Then we can
consider the subspace {X X' J G of ( X X' ) consisting
of C·maps. Since the local homeomorphisms for (p p')
are given by the maps
XU: UxMap {G,G ) • t x X'JIU : (b,f ) '1.+ ~U .b · f ·~ii:b
it follows that XUlb , f J is a G-map i f and only If
f €MG(G.GJ. Using lemma loY we can therefore s t a t e
the following pr-opo s Lt ron ,
1.51 PROPOSITION The restriction (p p')G of (p p')
to lX X' JG is a locally trivial map with fibre G,
ea ch local homeomorphism Xu being defined by the
relation XU (b . g ){ ~u(b , g ·» ' ~U (b, gg')'//
1.52 COROLLARY The s ubs pac e tx X'J G is closed
in ( X X') ./ /
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A simi lar construction can now be done for fibre
bundles . Let p: X .. and p': X' .. B be principal
G-bundles and let be a left c -epace . Then we can
associate to the fibre bundles pF and p ,F the
functional bundle (pF p I F) and observe that its
local homeomorphisms are of the fOTllt
X~: UxMap(F ,F)
and are defined by the relation
1.53 X~(b,fJ[~U(b"J.YJ • [~U(b,.) .f(y) J.
Defi ne now a function
by setting ,F(aJ[z,y]. [a(zl,y l
1.55 lEKKA The function ,. F is well defined and
continuous.
!!Q.Q£. For each UdU } the diagram
F
(X X')GIU Ll.!L... (XxGF
Xu r
UXMap(F ,F)
is commutative. since for any (b.g)€UxG and yt:F
,F(Xu{b,g»Uu(b,el,yj • [~U(b.gl, yj • I ~U{b,eJ,gYJ •
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• X~(b.gt )[I$Ulb,eJ,y J. This is sufficient to prove
the claim./ /
The diagram used in the last proof also illustrates
the fact that an element X~(b ,f) is in the image of
, F if and only if is an action map. We shall
denote such image by (XxGF X'xGF)X ,since locally
it consists of action maps .
1. 56 PROPOS I T I ON The restriction lpF p ,F)>.. of
(pF p,F) to (XXGF X' XGF» . is a locally tr ivial
map with fibre M,(F,F).1!
The maps (p p') G a nd (l p ,F), wi ll playa
fundamental role in the following chapters.
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CHAPTER
HOHOHORPHISHS BETWEEN
GROUPS o F BUNDLE
AUTOHORPHISHS
- S1 -
I 1) AUTOHORPHISHS or PRINCIPAL G-BUNDLE S
Given an obj ect p : X ~ B of pG we can cons i de r tB
with the usual categorical notation, the set P~(p,p)
of all e ndomorphisms of p in p~. Since , by t heo r em
1. 20 , pG is a groupoid, P~(p ,p) is a group under mapB
composition; for simplicity we shal l denote it by l ( p )
and its elements will he called the automorphism. of p ,
so that £t (p ) will be referred to as the group of auto-
morph isme of p • We can also give a topology to t (p )
by regarding it as a subspace of Map(X,X).
2.1 LEMMA ~ (p ) is a closed subspace of Map(X,X) .
~ We know already that t-I(p ,p) and MG(X,X) are
closed in Map(X,X), so we only need to notice that
q. ( p ) • M(p,p) n MG(X,X) .//
2.2 PROPOSITION 1(p) is a topological group.
PROOF Since we are in a convenient category, composition
of maps is a continuous operation. To prove that the
function
i : }- (p) ~ tt (p ) : f'V+ f - 1
is continuous we use the fact that X i s a principal
S2 -
G-space and that for each ff: l{P) and %EX we have
: - f(:) T (f(:) .:)
so that £-1(.:). % T (f(z) ,z). This means that the map
i': Xx rep) + X: (:,f) __ : T(f(:),:) • r
'(:)
is continuous, as a composite of continuous functions. A
simple application of the exponential law can now complete
the proof. / /
It is easy to verify that if p and p' are iso-
morphic objects of pG then l(p) and )-(pO) are iso-B
morphic topological groups. Al so it i s eas ily s een that
if p i s trivi al t h en lCp) i s ho meomorph ic t o t he
space f.fap(B ,G) . Th e same result holds when G is
abelian ([J J page 47); we shall obtain both results as
particular cases of a more general theorem. The situation
i s more complicated in general and, as we shall see in
chapter 4, there are cases in which lCp) and Nap(B,G)
even have different homotopy groups in certain dimensions .
The following result shows that when the space B is
not path connected the problem of studying ,,(p) reduces
to the s t udy of the group s t (Pj) where the Pj t S are
the restrictions of P over the various path components
of B. Thus from now on we can a s sume, without loss of
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generality , tha t B is path connected .
2. 3 THEO REM Let p: X -+ B be a principal u-bundt e and
assume that • j ~J Bj , where each Bj is one path
component of B. Let Pj: Xj -+ Bj be the restriction of
p over Hj • Then ~ (p) and . n ~ (Pj ) a re isomorphicld
topological groups .
!!.Q..Q£. By proposition 1.23 each Pj is a principal
G-bundle and it is clea r that the function
is a well defined group isomorphism. Its continuity
follows . using an exponential law , from the continuity of
the maps
e i : ty (p ) XXi + Xi: (f ,r) "'-+ fer)
To check the continui ty of n- 1 notice that each Xi'
being the inverse image of an open set of B. is open in
X. Hence the continuity of the composite
n C (p . ) xX. + C (p . ) x X. + X.: ({fl·l,r)"'-+ fi(r)jt:J l' J 1 I 1 1 1
for each i(J, proves the continuity of the function
e: n C (p . ) xx + X: ({fl·l ,r)"'-+ fi(r)
j.J ~ l
where ze:Xi • This, again together wi th an exponential
La..... suffices to justify the claim.11
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§ 2 ) SOME SUBGROUPS~
Le t H be a s ub group of an d defin e a
s ubse t ~ (p ;H ) of t( p) by sett ing
In oth er word s . wh l l e ev e ry element of 1(p) i s re qu i r ed
t o keep every po int o f X wi thin its Gcor b i t , an element
of l(p ;H) is required to keep any poi nt wi t hi n i t s
H-orbit. So, f or i n s tanc e , r ( p ; {e )) ' lX' S-(p;G) ' r ep )
and if HcKcG the n ~(p;H ) c j(p ; K) c ~( p). Theref ore a
f i l trat io n
{ e}c: H
1c
H 2c .. oc:llncG
gives ri se t o a fil tration
2 . ~ DEFI NITION Le t H be a subg roup o f the group G.
The norma l. e c r-e of H in G, denoted by C(H,G) , is the
subgroup of G defined by
C(H,G) . n g-'Hgg<G
It is easy to see that C(H, G) is a normal subgroup
of G, indeed it is the largest normal subgroup of
contained in H (compare, for example, (5t] page 42).
ss .
2.5 PROPOS IT ION Le t p: X -+ B be a p rincipal G-bundle.
Then for any subgroup H of G, , ( p ;H) and S(p ;C (H ,G))
coincide.
P RO OF Since C(H ,G)cH , } (p ; C( H, G) ) c ~ (p ; H ). On t he
other hand , i f fE )Cp;H) t X'EX and t(z .f(%» '" h , fo r each
gEG t here ex is ts h'E H s uch that f(zg)· zgh ' . But
fC"U) • f(",)U • ",hU so that Uh " »«, a nd he nc e h'UHU".
Given t he a rb i t ra ry c hoice of g and z, thi s prove s that
f, ,(p;C(H,G)) , as we want ed . 11
2.6 ~ For any subg roup H of G' lCp;H) is a
no rmal s ubgroup of lCP) and if H is closed in G, t he n
'i (p ; H) is c losed in ~ (p ) .
PRO OF Fi rs t of a ll, if H is c losed in G. the subspace
of Map(X ,X) c onsis ting of maps which move each po int of
X wi thin it s H-o rbi t is c losed in MapeX ,X) , he nce 1 CP i H) ,
which is i ts i ntersec t ion wi t h ~ ( p ). is c l osed in If<p) .
l CPjll) is c ertainly a subg ro up of ~(p ). so we on ly have
t o c heck it s nor mality . To that end le t fE lCp) ,
¢lE 5CP ;H) , ZEX be arbi t ra ry and suppose t hat f (z ) · zg
and ~(rg)" rgh fo r some g£G and hEll. Then
f".~. f(",) • C 1·H",u) • r-'("'uh) • "'U"uh = "'h
which means t hat T(r,f- 1., .f(r))dl. By t he arbi trary
choice of f. ~ and
nOTlllal in ~(p).//
S6
it follow. that } (p;H) Ls
2.7 ~ If H is abelian then so is 1-(p;H) .
~ Let f 0 foc t(p;H) and z t:X. Then fer) • rh
and f 0 ( r ) . rh 0 for some h, h' €U and .... e have
f·f· (r) • f (rh 0) • xh h'
f' .f(r) • f' (rh) • zh'h
This. by the hypothesis on H, proves the claim.!/
i 3 ) RELATIONS BETWEEN ~( p) AND
We shall now reduce the study of ~(p) to that of
the spac e of sections to the functional bundle (p p)G
and the study of 1(PtH) to that of the space of sections
to a suitable restriction (p P)G;H of (p p)Go This is
useful because it identifies the group in question with
spaces of a relatively familiar type and this opens up
new avenue s for thei r study.
Let p : X • B be a principal G- bund l e . Then for each
subgroup H of G we can define a subspace
(X X)G;H of (X X) G by c ons ide r i ng only map. which keep
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each point in their domain within its H·orbit. Recall
that if {(U.~U)} is the locally trivial structure for p ,
then the associated local homemorphisms for (p p)G' as
defined in proposition 1.51, are denoted by {xu}.
2.8 PROPOSITION The restriction (p P)G;H of (p p)G to
eX X)GjH has the locally trivial structure {(U'XU;H)},
where XU;II is the restriction of Xu to UxC(H,G) . Moreover
if II is closed in G, then (X X)G;H is closed in (X X)G'
~ If H is closed in G, C(H,G). as intersection of
closed s ubsp ace s , is closed in G, so it will be sufficient
to prove the first p a r t of the proposition. To that end
notice that for any (b.g)EUXG and grEG
XU(b,g)(~U(b,g')) • ~u(b.gg·)
So if xU(b,g)E(X X)G;H' for any g'EG there is an hEH
such that «e'> g'h and this implies that gt'C(H.G) and
hence that (X X)G;HIU c XU(UxC(H,G)) . Vice versa if
gEC(H.G). for any g 'EG g '" g'h(g') for some hEll.
Therefore gg " g'h and xu(b,g)«X X)G;II" This
completes the proof. / /
2. 9~ For any subgroup H of G there is a
homeomorphism ~: l(p;H) -+ sec(p P)G;H defined by the
relation ~(f)(b) • flp"(b).
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~ The homeomorphism described here is obtained by
sui tably restricting the homeomorphism
t : M(p,p) + sec(p p)
of theorem 1.48.//
2 .10 COROLLARY There is a homeomorphism
t(p) + sec(p p)G
defined by setting t(f)(b)' flp-1(b).
~ Take H' G in theorem 2.9.//
Clearly corollary 2.10 can be proved independently
from theorem 2.9. by a direct application of theorem 1.48.
As a first application we prove the already mentioned
generalization of the homeomorphism which occurs in scae
particular cases between l(p) and Map(B,G).
2 .11 THEOREH Let p: X + be a principal G-bundle,
with respect to the action p : XxG ... Xt and let H be a
normal subgroup of G. If there is a left
action l.: HxX ... X such that
a) X is a principal H-space with respect to 1.;
'(h,p(",U)) • p(A(h,,,),U)
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or, .... ith our usual notation, h(zg)" (hz)g;
c) Two points of X are in the same H-orbit with
respect to if and only if they are in the
same H-orbi t with respect to >...
then 1(p;H) is homeomorphic to Map(B,H).
~ Define a left action n of H on (X X)C;H
by setting
n : Hx(X X)G;H + (X X)G;H: (h,a) ..... ha
where ha has the same domain as a and is defined by
(ha)(z) • h(a(z». To prove that is well defined
first notice that using condition b) we have, for any
gl!:G,
(ha) (zg) • h(a(zg» • h(a(z)g) • (ha(z»g • (ha) (z)g
so that ha is a G ~lIap. Moreover if a(z)· zh'. where
h r (H, denoting by
have
the translation function for p we
ka(z) • hzh' • zT(z,nr)h'
Now condition c) implies that t(z,hz) exists and is in
H, so that hadX X)G;H
To prove the continuity of
b€U, h.h'€H and g€G
notice that for each U£{U},
hXU;H(b,h')(+U(b,g» • (hXU;H(b,h'»)(+U(b,.»g •
• (h+u(b,h'»g • +u(b,h')h"g • +u(b,h'h"g) •
• Xu(b,h'h")(+U(b,g»
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where h"· l(~U(bth')t".U(b, h' » also exist s and is in
H by condi tioo c) . This means that locally n becomes
~IU: HxUxH + u xH: (h, b,h') "-+ (b,h'T(~U(b, h') ,h~U(b,h')))
which is continuous, being the composite of continuous
functions, and therefore itself is continuous.
It is now easy to see that, because of condition a) I
(X X)G;H is a free left H·space. Moreover for an y Ut:{U},
b Ell , h,h' e:H the following relation is valid :
T' (~u(b ,h) "U(b , h ' ) lxU(b ,h) • XU(b ,h ')
where r ' is the translation function for A. Thus the
continui ty of T' ,again assured by condi t Lcn a), implies
that the translation function for is locally, and
hence globally, continuous. Therefore ( X X) G;H is
a principal left H-space and (p P) G;H is, up to ho meo -
morphism, the pTOj ection onto its orbi t space . Since
( p P)C;H has a section, determined by the identity auto -
morphism of p , it follows, by Lliu s I cor.8 .3 page 48,
that there is a homeomorphism over B between (X X)GjH
and HxB and hence that s ec ( p P)C;H and Map(B,H) are
homeomorphic . Theorem 2.9 can now be used to complete the
pr oo f . / /
We remark that i f H i s not normal one can ap p ly the
theorem to C(H,G) and obtain conditions ensuring that
t ( p ; H) and Map(B ,C(H ,G)) are homeomorphic .
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2 .12 COR OLLARY Let p : X + B he a principal G·bundle
and le t H be a nonaal topological subgroup of G. If
one o f the fol lowi ng condi t i ons t s satisfied then ~ (p ;H)
and Map(B,H) are homeomorphic:
a) H is contained in the centre of G'
b) P is trivial;
c) X is a topological group having G and H as normal
subgroups and the action is given by group multiplication.
!!ill In these cases we can define left actions of H on
X by , respectively.
a) n(h.",) • ",h;
b) n(h.(b,g» • (b,hg);
c) nth ,,,,) • h",.
It is easy to see that each of these actions satisfies the
condi t10n5 of fh eo r ea 2 . 11. / /
2.13 COROL LARY Let p: X -+ B be a principal G·bundle.
If one of t he fol lowi ng conditions is satisfied then
~ (p) is homeomorphic to Map(B,G) :
a) G is abelian;
b ) P is trivial;
c) X is a topological group having G as a normal
subgroup . / /
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Once again we remark that cases a) and b) of
corollary 2.13 had been analyzed in (JJ, while case c)
was proved by a different method in [Mo) t page 95.
2.14 COROLLARY
and H a normal
Let p: X .. B be a principal G-bundle
subgroup of G. If P and
H satisfy the conditions of theorem 2.11, then for any
map f: A ... B the space Map(A,H) is homeomorphic to
~ (Pr ;H), where Pf: AnX .. A is the induced principal
G-bundle .
PROOF The principal left action of H On X induces a
principal left action of H on AnX which also satisfies
the condi tions of the theorem.f I
REHARK : In view of the result of corollary 2.14, one may
be led to analyze, for a given topological group G, the
possibility of the existence of a left action of the type
described in theorem 2.11 on the total space of Milnor I s
universal G-bundle (see Chapter 4 or (Mi2l). It is easy
to verify, however, that such an action exists only under
the same general assumptions of corollary 2.12 and cannot
be constructed in general.
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i 4 ) AUTOHORPHISHS OF fIBRE BUNDLES
Let p: X + B be a principal Gebund Le and F a left
G·space. Then the fibre bundle l : XxGF ... B is an
object of the category F~(G) • so we can consider the set
F~ (G) (pF .l) of all endomorphisms of F in F~(G) .P
Because of theorem 1 .20 and de f LnI tion 1.29. F~(G) is a
groupoid and hence F~(G) (pF .pF) is a group with respect
to map composition . In analogy with the defini t10 05 of
section 1) . we shall denote this group by :J ( pF) J call it
the group of aUiomorhiams of pF and call each of its
elements an automorphism of pF. We can give a topology
to ]-(pF) by Viewing it as a subspace of the space
Map(X xGF,xxGF) and we shall see later that in many
favourable cases this topology makes ~ (pF) into a topo-
logical group .
It is clear that if (q,h) is an y other fibre bundle
associated to p and with fibre F. the group of aut o-
morphisms of (q ,h) is isomorphic as a group and homeo-
morphic as a space to g(pF) and hence we shall restrict
our attention to fibre bundles of the form pF
Still in analogy with what has been done for principal
C·bundles. 1(pF ) is easily shown to be homeomorphic to a
s pa c e of sections of a certain functional bundle. Recall
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that, if denotes the action of G on F, there is a
map ,F: rx X)G + eXxGF XxGFJA over (s ee 1.54) and
this induces a map
2.16 ~ There is a homeomorphism
~F : tel) + secpell)A
where secpel pF)A is the image of ,F and ~F isp
defined by the relation ~F efF)(b) • fF lib}.
PROOF Since (XxGF XxGF) X is a subspace of the space
eXxGF XXGF). secpCpF l) A is a subspace of secCll).
so we only have to check that the image of 3 (pF) under
the homeomorphism ~: M(pF ,pF) ... sec (pF pF) of theorem
1.48 is secp CpF pF»).. But this is an easy consequence of
the definitions of a fibre bundle morphism and of the map
,F./ /
We notice that the homeomorphism defined in theorem
2.16 will be a fundamental tool in the rest of the thesis.
Later on we shall give examples in which the map ': is
not surj ective and condi t1005 which ensure that it is
surjective. Now we are going to use theorem 2.16 to give
a condition for :t(pF) to be a topological group.
2.17 PROPOSITION
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Let p : X ~ B be a principal G-bundle
and a left G-space with respect to the action .L
If MA(F .Fl is a topological group then so is ~ (ll.
PROOF Since we are in a convenient category, map
composition is a continuous operation, so the only problem
is to show that the map
is continuous . To that end notice that the function
i ' : (XXGF XXGFlA ~ (XXGF XXGF1A : 0 .,.. a- 1
is continuous. s i nc e locally it is just the product of the
Ident I ty on an open set of B with the map
i A: MA(F,F 1 + MA(F,F1: g O.,.. (g'1-
1
which, by hypothesis, is continuous. This implies that
the function
i" : secp(lllA + SeCp(pF pF 1A: s.,.. i'·s
is continuous and, by theorem 2.16, this suffices to
complete the prooLl1
2 .18 COROLLARY Let p: X ... B he a principal G·bundle
and a left G-space with respect to the action
one of the following conditions is s a t i s f i e d , then
is a topological group:
a) is admissible (see 1.5);
b) is a topological group and A· A(h) is induced
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by a topo l o g i c a l group morphism h: G ... F.
~ I n case 0) lolA (F .F) is a quotient group of G.
while in case b) lolA (F .F) is. up to homeomorphi SII. 0
subgroup and a subspace of F . So i n both cases lolA (F .F)
is a topo logical group ./ /
§ 5) HOMOHORPHISHS INDUCED BY THE
FIBRE BUNDLE CONSTRUCTION
Let G be a topological group and a left G-space.
Then . the functor r . p~ ... F: (G) defined in proposition
1 .30 dete rmines, for each principal G-bundle p: X ... B.
by restriction, a homomorphism
2.19
2.2 0 LEMMA The diagram
is commutative and therefore the homomorphism
continuous.
is
and are
~ (p ; Kr~ ) •
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PROOF The result is an immediate consequence of the
definition of the maps which form the diagram. II
2. 21 ~ Let p: X ~ B be a principal G-bundle
and F a left G-space wi th respect to the action A.
Then r~: ~ ( p ) .. '3- ( pF) is a c on tinuous epimorphism
with ke r nel 't (p ; KT>. ) .
~ r~ is a group epimorphism by defini tion and is
continuous by lemma 2.20. To determine its kernel , let
f(KeT(r~) . %£X and f(z)· zg . Then, for any !lEF,
we have
and this means that (zg,y) and (z,y) are in the same
orbi t and hence that y • gy . Since r
arbitrary. it follows that Ker(r~) e
Conversely , if ft: ~ (p ; Kr ). ) , for each
t here is an hE:KT). so that
r~(f)[z,y] • [f(z),y] • [zh,y] • [z,hy] • [z,y]
The kernel of any action of a topological group G
is always a normal topological subgroup of G and, vice-
versa, for any normal topological subgroup H of G, the
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q uo tient group G/H is a G-space (corollary 1.11), the
kernel of t he co rresponding action being H. This gives
us a canonical way of choosing a fibre bundle associated
to a given principal G-bundle and to a particular kernel.
Therefore, in view of theorem 2 . 21 , the problem of
studying the groups J (pF) can he r edu c ed to the study of
examples belongi ng t o a p ar t i c u l a r family t as described in
the fo llowing corollary .
2. 22 COROllARY Let p: X -+ B be a principal G-bundle,
a left G-space, KrF the kernel of the action of G on
and fI': G -+ QF the canonical projecti on . Then ' ( pF)
is isomorphic , as a group, to t ( p""' ) .11
We shall now look for conditions which will make the
classification provided by corollary 2.22 also valid topo-
logicall y . To that end let and FI be left G·spaces ,
the actions being and >. I respectively. a nd s uppose
2 . 2 3
that Kr>.. Kr>., . There is then a unique bi j ect ion
t: M>.(F,F ) .. M>.,(F',F' ) such that the diagra.
G~ M).(F,F)
J
G~ Mi,CF',F')
is commutative.
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2 .24 LEMMA If the function t : M", CF,F) ... M),l(F',FI)
is continuous, for each principal G·bundle p: X ,+
there is a continuous bij ection
+ (XxGF' xxGF I) A I making the
(X X)G
,F
1 1 F '
(X X)G
,
commutative. In particular if
then so is t, •
t ... : (XxGF XxGF) l. ...
diagram
(X XGPf XxGF'»)"
i s a homeomorph ism,
PROOF In order for the g i v e n diagram to be commutative
t.. has to be defined by the relation
t, ( ,F (al) • ,F' (a)
and by the hypothesis on the kernels this can be done.
Then locally the diagram become s
UxG Ix)," UXM ). (F ,F )
1 1 1 l xt
I x). '.UxG u xM).,(F' ,F' )
thus showing the continui ty of t... If is a homeo -
morph ism, by reversing the g i v e n argument we can prove
that t.. is also a homeomorph ism . II
2 .25 COROLLARY Given any two admissible left G- s p a ces
such that the kernels of the r espective actions coincide,
for an y principal G-b und l e p : X • 8 the map
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PROOF In t hi s case A-4 and A' " are identifications
and therefore is a ho aecaorphd SID.//
Recall, as an example, that if G is co mpact, any
Ge s pac e is admissible.
The last two results are useful because t he y enable
us to derive a na l ogou s statements for the groups of 3UtO -
ao rph Laas ; in particular our next result i s a kind of
uniquenes s theorem for ~ (pF ), s howi ng that it depends
only on p and the k e r ne l of the action .
2 .26 THEOREM Let p: X + be a pr incipal G-bund l e
a nd a s sume that a nd F ' are left G-spaces s uc h t ha t
Kr F • Kr F ,• Then t he r e i s a co mmuta t i ve d iag r a m
r F J cl )SCp) p
1 1 F' 1 t ..
r Cp )
r p 1cl' )
where t.... is a bi jection which i s continuous (resp ., a
homeomorphism) if t : M), (F,F) -+ MXC F ' , F') is continuous
( r esp , , a homeomorphism).
~ Unde r the g i ve n hypothesi s, the map t , of l emma
2.24 is a continuous bi j ec t i on over B, t hu s induc i ng
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map t; : sec(p F pF) ), ..... sec(pF ' pF' ) ;V su ch tha t
t;."'~ • .., ~ ' . Now , restr i cting the map t,,' to the space
secp (pF pF ) A, and using theorem 2.16, we obta in the de sired
map tit. ' If is a homeomorphism, one can use the same
argume nt. applied to t - 1 , to prove that t... is a
homeo morphi s m./ I
2 .27 COROLLARY Let p : X ... B he a principal G- bund le
an d F a left G-space . The n there is a commutative diagram
r'
S i p' )~ (p ) P
1 !
rF ! t..
l i p ) P J {pF)
where 11': G + QF is the canonical p rojec tio n a nd t ..
i s a cont inuous bijec tion or, if
a homeomorphism .
i s ad mis sible,
PROOF Th i s follows from corollary 1.11 a nd theorem 2. 26.11
REMA RK: For a given fi bre bundle pF : X)(GF .... B, the group
1 (pF) depend s on p in an essential way . For example,
by proposition 1.43 (or [ Hus] t h. 3 . 1 page 72), we can see
that if the principal G-bundle p: X + B associated to
F ha s a restriction y + to Kr F, then XxGF andp q :
YXx:r
F
F are homeomorphic over B. However, if IrF .G,
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jell '" ~(q)/)(q ;KrF) • O. but j (pF) • ~(P)/~(P ;KrF)
is not trivial in general.
§ 6} HOMOMORPHISMS INDUCED BY A
TOPOLOGICAL GROUP MORPHI SM
Given a principal G-bundle p: X ... B and a topolo-
gical group morphism h: G .. K, we can obtain, by
restricting the functor nh: pi .... P~ described in theorem
1. 34, a group homomorphism
2.28 n~ : ~ (p ) . tt (p h ) : f.". fh
Since for each f , ' (p ) . n~(f) = r~(f). we can expect to
obtain for n~ many of the results which are valid for
r~. The following proposition clarifies this relation.
2.29 PROPOSITION Let p : X ... B be a principal G·bundle
and h: G ..... K a topo logi cal group morphism. Then
(XxhK XXhK)A(h) is a s ubse t of
if h(G) is closed in K) contains
coincides with it if h(G) is normal in
XXhK)K,(closed
XxhK)K;h(G) and
K.
~ We only need to notice that locally
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by proposition 1.10, while (x xhK XXhK)K corresponds
to UXX and (XXhK XXhK)X:;h(G) corresponds to
UXC(h(G) ;K).I1
We can now use the same tecniques as in section S)
to obtain:
continuous homomorphism with kernel
image 1(ph). Mor eover if h (G)
:J-(ph ) c ~(ph;h (G ) ).
2.30 THEOREH The function ~(p) + l(ph) is a
~(p;Ker(h) ) and
is normal in K. t hen
PROOF The continuity of nh i s ensured by the co nt i nu i t yp
of , h: (X X)G + (XxhK XXhK) • The fact that it s image is
~ (ph) is obvious. The last statement is obtained using
proposition 2.29 and the fact that an element of 't(ph)
corresponds to a section of ( p h ph) J.( h) and an element
of J (ph;h(G) ) corresponds to a s e c ti on of (ph ph)K ;h(G) .11
So whe n h(G ) is normal i n K. 1(ph ;h (G) )
corresponds to the space of all sections of ( ph ph »)'(h)
while ; (ph) consists of those sections which can be
lifted to a s ection of ( p p)G o I t is there f ore natural
to look for condi t Lc ns under whi c h these two space s coincide .
The followi ng proposition, which i s proved without as su min g
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that h(G) is normal in I, will give us a first answer .
2.)1 PROPOSITION
~ (p' ; G) c 1 (p ' ) .
If t : G ~ X is an inclusion, then
PROOF Working locally it is easy to see that, under the
given hypothesis, t he map ~ ': (X X)G + ( Xx , K XX, K)l. ( , )
is a homeomorphism. Since ( xx ,X XX , K) X;G is contained
i n ( xx , X X)\ 'O ), (1 ) ' every e l eme nt of l (p \ ;G)
determines an element of s ec (p' P' ) K;G and hence of
sec(p' pl)~(l)" The fact that " is a homeomorphism
suffices to complete the proof.f I
2 .32 COROLLARY Let p: X .. B be a principal G-bundl e
and 1 : G .. K an inclusion of a normal
s ubgr oup . Then ~ (p' ) • j ( p ' ;G) . t t
An immediate application of this result allows us to
obtain , in a particular ca se , a stronger version of
corollary 2.27 (cf. [G02 ] prop. 6 .1).
2.11 THEOREH Le t p: X + B be a principal G-bundle and
F an admissibl e and effect ive l eft G- s pa c e . Then '} (l)
i s homeomorphic to ~ ( p ) •
~ By corollary 2. 27 , 1(p F) • 1 ( p ' ) , but in this
• 7S
case • is the identity on G, s o by corollary 2..32,
~ (l) ":! 1(p) • ~ (p ;G ) • 1 (p) ·11
The next r esult is central to OUT theory; it describes
the way in which the enlargement of the s t r uc t ur e group of
a principal bundle has the effect of enlarging the
corresponding group of automorphisms.
2 .3lt THEOREM Let p : X .. B be a principal G- bundle
and r : G -+ X an inclusion of a topological SUbgroup.
Then n~: ~ (p ) .. ~ (p \ ) i s also an i nc l u s i on of a topo -
logical subgroup; eor eo ve r if G is normal in K,
~ Unde r the g iven hypothesis the map
, ' : ( X X) G + (Xx, X Xx, X)X
is also an inclusion of a closed subspace and hence so i s
the induced map ,~: sec(p p)G .... s ec rp' p\)X " The second
part follows easily from t he fact t ha t K is an effect ive
and admissible G-spa c e (corollary 1.12), corollary 2 .32
a nd theorem Z. 33.//
Because of corollaries 2.2 2 and 2.27, the case in
which the morphism h i s the p r oj ect ion ...: G ..,. G/ H of
G onto one of its quo t ient gr oup s wi 11 be bas ic to our
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study of the groups of automorphisms of fibre bundles . In
this situation xx..G/H is canonically homeomorphic to
X/II and (X/II X/II). (.) • (X/II X/II)G/H" lIence from the
previous results we get :
2.35 THEOREM Let H he a normal topological subgroup
of G. 11': G + G/H be the canonical proj ection and p : X +
a principal G-bundle. Then n; : l (p) + i ( p1f) is a
continuous homomorphism with kernel l (p ;H) and image
1(p').//
2.36 COROLLARY Let H be a normal topological subgroup
of G,. : G ... G/H be the projection and p: X ... B be a
principal G-bu ndle admitting a restriction to a principal
H-bundle q: Y .... B. Then there is a continuous homo-
morphism nil.: 5 (p) ..... Map(B,G/H) with kernel isomorphic
to 1(q).
PROOF In this case p' is trivial and ~ (p ; II ) ' l ( q ) . / /
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I 7 ) THE GROU P OF AUTOMORPMI SMS
OF A WHITNEY SUM
Let p : X. B be a pr incipal G·bundle and pi :X' .. B
a principal G' - bund Le , We shall nOw look for the relation
existi ng among ~ (p >. /j (P ' ) and i (pn p ' >' where po p '
denotes the Whitney sum of p and p' (definition 1.24).
First of all we notice tha t for any f € , (p ) and
f'€ ~ (p ' ), the map
f of ' : X.X' ~ XnX' : (".,,') "-+ (f (,,).f ' (,,'»
i s an element of ~ (p rrpl ) . With this in mind we c an now
prove t he following result (e f. [ BIiMPl ) tho S).
2 . 37 ~ The function
h : 1 (p ) x1 (P ' ) ~ ~ (pn p ' ) : ( f , f ' ) "-+ f nf'
is a topological group i somorphism .
~ It follows immediate ly from the definition that h
is a well defi ned monomorphi sm of groups . To prove that it
is surjective, let g t: i Cpn p l ) and pip : X1'1 X, .. X be the
pro j ection. Cons i de r now the funct i on
f : X ~ X: z "V+ p'p. g(z,z' )
where Z'€X ' Is a ny po i nt such that (.:1: ,%') XnX' . To
ch eck that I s well de fined noti c e that, if (z,z' )
a nd (" .,," ) are bo th i n XnX' t t hen ", " - z'g ' f or s ome
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g'€G' , so, if g(z,z ') a (y,y '), we have
p'p ·g(" ,,,,u') • p'p ·g((","')(6,U')) • p'p((y,Y ')(6,U ')) •
• p'p(y,Y'g ') • Y • p'p .g(.x .:c ')
The continuity of fo llows from t he fact that pip is
an identification, being locally trivial (proposition 1.23) .
Moreover is a G-map over B by definition and hence
£( l (p ) . In a similar way we can define a map fiE: 5- (pi)
such t hat h(f ,f ')" g , thus proving the surjectivity of
h . The co ntinuity of h fol lows easily f rom that of
ev )( ev : , (p ) xXx f epl ) XX1 -+ XnX':
(£,%,£ ',.%") "'+ (£(;,:),£'(:c '»
and an exponential law. To prove the continuity of h - 1•
defi ne a function over B:
hI : (X oX ' XnX')GxG' -+ (X X)G
by setting hda)(x) '"' p'p 'a(.r,:t 'J, where, as before ,
(zo,.:I:')( XnX' . This function is well defined for t he same
reasons which make h - 1 well defined. Moreover. for each
U in t he common locally trivial cover of p a nd P' . t h e
d i a gra m
(X.X' XnX')GxG ' [u ---"-''"-='--
XUnXU
UxGxG' pr UxG
where p r de notes t he proj ec t Icn , is commutative , thus
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p r ovi ng t he continui ty of hI. I n t he same way we can
c ons truc t a map h:r: (XnX' XnX')CxG'''' (X' X')G ' a nd
he nce a map
h 12 : (XnX ' XnX')GxG '''' (X X)c )( (X ' X')G ':
: a '1.-+ (h i (a) ,h . (a))
over B. I n turn h 1 2 de termi nes a map
11,: Map(B .(XnX ' X.X')GxG ')
Map(B , (X X)G) x Map(B,(X ' X ')G')
whose r e str i c t i on t o t he respective spaces of sections
makes t he fo llowing diagram commuta tive
~ ( p ) x ~ (p')
h-'.//and
s ec(pnp ' p np' )GxG'~ sec(p p)G M s ec(p ' p '}G'
!
~ (p np ')
the refore proves the co ntinui ty of
2 . 38 CORO LLARY Let p : X .. B be a principa l GxG' -bund Le ,
Then 1(p) is isomorphic . as a t opol og i cal group J to
1(p1l") X S(p'll" ), where n : GxG' ... G and 11" ' : GxG' ... G'
a re th e pro j ections.
!!.Q..Q£. It fol lows from proposi tion 1. 41./1
2 .39 COROL L ARY If p: X ... B is a principal GXG'-bundle ,
then ,. ( p) is i somorphic, as a t opo l og i c a l group, to
~ (p;G)x ~ ( p ; G' ) '
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~ It is easy to verify that, under the isomorphism
of corollary 2.38. ,. Cp'll' ) corresponds to ;' ( p ; G1 ) and
1(p") to ~ (p ; G ) .11
2.40 COROLLARY Let p : X"" B be a principal G-bundle
and assume that is isomorphic, as a topological group,
~ (p) :l: q (P" ) X q (P" ) x . •• x ~ ( p' n )
:: ~ (p ; G ,) x ~ (p ; G . ) x . .. x j ( p ; G
n
)
where 'll'i is the proj ection from G onto the product
of all its factors except the i-th./I
We close this section noticing that its resul ts may
give rise to a simplification of the general problem of
computing ~ (p ) in those cases in which the structure
group of p can be expressed as a product of groups
having "nice" topological properties (e . g . compact groups
or classical groups).
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In this chapter we shall analyze the homotopy lifting
properties (see, e.g., [Sp] page 66) of the maps r~
and n: defined in chapter 2, in order to obtain informa-
tion o n the homotopy groups of the groups of automorphi grog
involved. The abbreviation HLP will stand for "homotopy
lifting property" and, with the usual terminology. a map is
a Serre fibration if it has the HLP for all CW-complexes
or a Rurewic3 fibration if it has the HLP for all spaces.
§ 1) BASIC TOOLS
The results of this chapter will rely basically on
a well known result of A. Dold ([OJ tho 4 .8) which we
now recall.
3.1 THEOREM If q: Y .. Z is a map having the HLP
over every set of a) a numerable cover, r esp , b) an
open cover of Z t then q has the HLP for a) all
spaces, r e s p . b) all paracompact spaces.11
In particular we obtain:
3.2 COROLLARY
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If q: Y .. Z is locally trivial then
it has the HLP for all pa r aconpac t space s a nd so, in
particular, it i s a Se r r e fi bration. Moreove r . if the
locally trivial co v er of
a Hur e w.ic z fi bration ./ /
i s nume r abl e. then q i s
We s ha l l s ay that a space i s pe l'i aompa C! t i f
Xx¥ i s paracompact whenever Y i s pa r ac ompac t , It i s
well kn own t hat a co mpa c t sp ac e i s pe r i c ompact an d it
is cl ear t hat a p e r Lcompac t s pac e is pa r acompa c t .
3.3 PROPOSITION If q: Y -+ Z is a map having the HLP
for all par aconpac t spaces and is pe r Icoapacr , then
the induced map q.: ~lap(B.Y) .. !-lapCS,Z) : f"'Y+ q e f
has the HLP for all pa r acompac t spaces. If q: Y -+ Z
is a Hurewicz fibration and is any space, then
q. : Map(B,Y) -+ t-fap ( B . Z) is a Hurewicz fibration .
PROOF Using an exponential law, we can associate to
each diagram of the form
Ax {O}
AxI
Map(B. Y)
1 q.
Map(B,Z)
wher e is t he un it interval (0,1], a diagram
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f'
P'
Y
q
Now the existence of lifting for F' is guaranteed
by theorem 3.1.in the first c a s e j and by the hypothesis
in the second case. Using again an exponential law. we
can therefore obtain the required lifting of F.II
3. ~ COROLLARY Let p: X + B and q: Y + B be maps
and f: X + Y be a map over B. Then
a) if has the HLP for all paracompact spaces and
is peri compact , then f. : sec (p) + sec(q) has
the HLP for all par acompac t spaces.
b) if is a Hurewicz fibration. then f. :sec(p) +
sec(q) is a Hurewicz fibration.
PROOF The diagram
sec (p) Map(B,X)
f. 1 1 f.
sec(q) Map(B,Y)
is a pullback and this suffices to prove the claim.11
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§ 2) THE HLP FOR THE MAP r Fp
3.5 DEFINITION If p : X + is a principal G- bundle or
a fibre bundle, we say that p is numerabZe if its
locally trivial cover is numerable.
We can now apply the results of the previous section
to our problem in the following way.
3.6 PROPOSIT ION Let p : X"'" B be a principal G-bundle ,
a left G-space and ~F: (X X)G + (xxGF XXGF). the
map defined in 1 .54. Then we have:
a) if "''':G ..... MA(F ,F) is locally trivial , then "F is
locally trivial i
b) if ).>f:G -+ M). (F ,F) is a Hurewicz fibration, then "p
has the HLP for all paracompact spaces;
c) if A" :G"'" M). (F ,F) is a Hurewicz fibration and p
is numerable, then ,P is a Hurewicz fibration .
PROOf We know that for each U in the locally trivial
cover for p , there is a commutative diagram
(X X)G IU ~F [u (xxGF XxGF).IU
i i FXu Xu
UxG Ix)." UXM. (F ,F)
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where Xu and x~ are local homeomorphisms. So . i f
{V} is the locally trivial cover for ).. ,F ha s a
locally trivial structure whose cover i s given by
( X~(UXV) I u. tu», v.tvr j
thus p rcv dng c ase a ). Case b) follows directly from
theorem 3.1 and case c ) f r om the same theorem an d the
observation that, if {U} is a numerable COVer of B,
then {UxMA(F ,F ) } is a numerable cover of (X)(GF XxGF) A
(( OJ pa ge 226)./1
With the hope of making the exposi tion less cumber -
some, we now state two cond I tions, denoted by e1 ) and
e 2) , ....hich will be often quoted later. So , for a g i ve n
principal G-bundle p : X ..... B and a left G-space F,
we say that the pair (p ,F) sati sfies :
e l) if l.": G .. M). ( F ,F ) i s locally trivial and 8 i s
pe r Icoapac t ;
e 2 ) if A4 : G ..... 101). ( F ,F) is a Hure.... icz fibration an d p
is numerable.
COJlbining proposition 3 . 6 an d corollary 3.4 we c a n
obtain the following resul t .
3 .7 LEMM A Let p: X -+ B be a pr i ncipa l G-bund le a nd
F a l eft G-spa ce . I f (p , F) sa t isf ies C'L} t hen t he
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map T~: sec(p p)G * sec(pF l) . has the
pa r-aconp ac t spaces; if (p,F) satisfies
is a Hurewicz fibration./ I
HLP for all
cz) , then '~
The next theorem follows from the fact that if a
map q : Y -+ A has the HLP for a certain class of
spaces . then so does the map q: Y ... q (Y); it will
prove very useful in the study of the homotopy of -1 (pF) .
3.8 THEOREM Let p : X -+ B be a principal G-bundle and
a left G-space. If (p , F) satisfies e1), the map
r~: ~ (p) * 1(l) has the HLP for all paracompact
spac e s , so , in particular, it i s a Serre fibration . If
(p , F) satisfies czj , then r~ is a Hurewicz fibration .11
3.9 COROLLARY In the situation of theorem 3.8. if
(P IF) satisfies el ) or e2 ) I there is a long e xact
sequence
... * 'i (t (p:KrF)) * 'i ( ~(p)) * 'i ( 1(l ))
* ' i - 1(t (p : Kr F)) * . . . * 'O( q (p ) ) * ' o ( :tel )) * 0
where KrF is the kernel of >..- ./1
These results raise the problem of findin g conditions
under which a G-space can give rise to pairs ( p IF )
ss -
satisfying el) or e2); Le. of determining the
respective conditions under which )." is either locally
trivial or a fibration. This problem can be completely
solved for GL) by solving it just for the quotient
groups of G. In fact if the map )." is locally trivial,
then it is an identification. This means that must
be admissible and Jot). (F,F) homeomorphic to Qp' There-
fore we have the following result.
3.10 LEMMA A left G-space can give rise to a pair
(p.F) satisfying el) if and only if one of the fol-
lowing cond L t Lons is satisfied:
a) is admissible and G has a local section at Krp ;
b) ),': G + M), (F ,F) is a principal KrF-bundle./ /
Notice that G satisfies condition a) of the
lemma when, for instance, G ~ KrF x QF or is a
Lie group or KrF is a compact Lie group ([StJ page 33) .
Also, if F is effective, condi t i ons a) and b) are
both equivalent to the requirement for
sLbLe ,
to be admis-
In the case of C2), is not necessarily forced
to be admissible, but the existence of a commutative
diagram :
where
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is the canonical proj ection and is the
continuous bij ection obtained from 2.23 a nd corollary
1.11, implies that A· is a fibration only if is
such. Hence:
3 .11 ~ Let be a left G-.pace. If .: G + QF
is not a Hur evt c a fibration, cannot give rise to a
pair (p,F) satisfying e2l; moreover, if F is admis·
sible, then it can give rise to such a pair if and only
if QF can . II
Lemmas 3.10 and 3.11 provide another example of a
context in which properties of the groups of automorphisms
of fibre bundles are determined by properties of the
structure group G and of its normal subgroups.
§ 3) THE HLP FOR THE MAP
The results of s e c t i o n 2) are clearly valid also i n
the special case in which the fibre bund l e is, in fact,
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a principal bundle induced by a topological group morphism.
In this case, however, we can use the same techniques to
obtain information on the HLP for the map n:, that is,
to relate l(p) and q(ph). Moreover this will give
us some extra ".im f or ma t i o n about the groups
We have seen that if h: G • K is a topological
group morphism, then the map A(h) : G + MA(h) (K,K) is,
up to homeomorphism, the restriction of h to
h: G ~ h(G) (proposition 1.10). Moreover if p : X ...
is a principal G-bundle, for each U in the locally
trivial cove r for p , the diagram
UxG
Xu hXu
Uxh(G) lxj UxK
hXu
where the maps denoted by are inclusions, is cammu-
tative (propositions 1.56 and 2.29). Now, in analogy
with conditions CL) and e2), we shall say that a pair
(p,h), where p: X + is a principal G-bundle and
h: G ... K is a topological group morphism, satisfies:
Cl') if h: G ... K is locally trivial and B is
pericompact;
C2') if h: G ... K is a Hurewicz fibration and p is
numerable.
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Now, using the same technique as in section 2), we
can prove the following result.
3 .12 THEOREM Let p: X -+ B be a principal G-bundle
and h : G -+ K a topological group morphism. If the pair
(p,h) satisfies C1'), then rr~: J(p) + 1(ph) has the
HLP for all par acomp ac t. spaces; if (p ,h) satisfies
cz}, then n~ is a Hurewicz fibration./I
3.13 COROLLARY Gi Yen p and h as in theorem 3.12,
if {p ,h) satisfies CI I ) or e2'), there is a long
exact sequence of homotopy groups
• i ( l (p; Ker (h))) + • i ( Ci (p)) + 'n i ( f (ph)) +
+ 'i_1(l(p;Ker(h))) + • • • + 'O( ~(p)) + 'O( t(ph))
generated by the fibration rr~.//
The following standard result will provide a link
between theorem 3.8 and theorem 3.12.
3.14 LEMMA Let q: Y -+ A be a map having the HLP for
the singleton space. Then the image of q consists of
a set of complete path components of A. If, in
particular, q is a topological group morphism, then it
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induces a homomorphism between the groups of path
components of Y and A.I/
3 .15 PROPOSITION Let p: X ... B be a principal G-bundle
and h: G .... K a topological group morphism. If (p,h)
satisfies Cl') or czvj , then ~ (ph) consists of a
group of complete path components of 1(ph) .
PROOF Under the given hypothesis the map
n; : 1(p) + ~ (ph) has the HLP for the singleton
space. is a topological group morphism and its image
is ~ (ph) • By lemma 3.14 the resul t follows .//
Notice that if (p,h) satisfies Cl l ) or e2').
then h(G) consists of a group of path components of K.
However there are cases in which h(G) does not have
this property. but still the restriction h: G -+ h(G)
satisfies Cl') or e2'). We are now going to see how
our results can be generalized to these cases.
To that end, let Gh' h-
1(C(h(G)
,K) and let us
say that the pair (p,h) satisfies:
Cl") if h: Gh + C(h(G) ,K) is locally trivial and
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is pe r Icoapec t ;
C2") if h: Gh ... C(h(G) ,[) is a Hurewicz fibration and
p is numerable.
No.... , applying the usual t e cbnfque to the restriction
, h: (X XlG;G
h
+ (XxhK XXhKlK;h(Gl
we can obtain the following result.
3.16 PROPOSITION If (p,h) satisfies Cl"), then the
restriction n~: ~(P;Ghl + l(ph;h(Gll has the HLP
for all pa racoapac t spaces; if (p,h) satisfies C211 ) t
then s uc h restriction is a Hurewic% fibration with fibre
l(p; Ker(hlloll
A result corresponding to corollary 3 .13 can also
be obtained. Notice that if h(G) is normal in X. then
conditions Cl u J and C2") simplify, s i nc e , in this
case. Gh • G.
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I 4) RELATING FIBRE AND PRINCIPAL
BUNDLE AUTOMORPHISMS GROUPS
In corollary 2.27 we have seen how to reduce the
problem of studying the spaces ~ (pF) to the problem
of studying the topological groups 1(p "l) , where
'If: G .. QF is the canonical proj ec t Ion . Now, using that
relation and some of the results of this chapter, we are
going to relate, in some particular cases, the space
1(l) with the topological groups l (po ). thus
reducing the study of the group of automorphisms of a
fibre bundle to that of the group of automorphisms of a
pr incipal bundle.
3. 17~ Let p : X ... B be a principal G-bundle,
F a left G-space and "I: G ... QF the canonical projection.
If the pair (p,F) satisfies el) , then the map
t.. : 1 (p') + 1(l)
of corollary 2.27 defines a homeomorphism,between g. (pF)
and a space consisting of a group of complete path
co mponents of ~ (p'l ) . which is also a topological group
isomorphism . If ( p ,F) satisfies C2) , then t.. is
a weak homotopy equivalence between these two spaces.
PROOF The first part of the theorem can be verified by
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c ombini ng lemma 3 . 10, corol l ary 2.27 and pr opos i t.Lon
3 .15 applied to the pair (p, .). To prove t he second
part , notice t ha t , by lemma 3.11, the pair (P ,QF) also
satisfies e 2) , if
r~: ) ( p ) ~ 1(l )
Hurewicz £1bra t i.cns ,
(p ,F) does, and hence the maps
and r; : q ( p ) ~ 1 (p' ) are both
So t he commu tative diag ram
generates an exact l adder of homotopy groups in all
dime nsions, except, possibly. f or the lack of a group
struc ture on . oCJ(pF». Applying the "f i v e lemma"
to this ladder we can prove that t... induces iso -
morphisms of homotopy gr oups in al l pos i t i ve dimeos ions.
Fina l ly , combi ning the fac ts t hat t.... is a bijection
and tha t r~ is a fi bra t ion, one can easily check that
a lso troC t.... ) is a bijec tion.11
3 .18 COROLLARY Let p : X -+ B be a principal G-bundle,
a left G-s pace and 11' : G ~ QF the c anon i c a l projection.
If the pair (p,F) satisfies CI) or C2l. t h en
' i ( } (p F» '" 'i( 'J (p ' » fo r all i~O. Moreover
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i =O
i >O("it t (l )) •
Ke r( ' o( r ;))
if the s ame c on dt t Ion holds .1 1
As a n illustration, let p : BxG + B be a tr i vi al
principal G-b und l e and a left G-spac e such that the
pair (p,F ) satisfies e 2) ( e . g. , let G be a compact
Lie group and B a CW-complex). Then p'lf: BXQF + B
i s also t r i vial and the morphism n;: ,. (p) .. ,. (pll')
reduces to the map :
' ,: Map(B,G ) ~ Ma p( B,Q F) : , · f
whi ch is a f ibration by proposition 3 .3. So .... e have.
for an y i >Ot
' i (1 ( l )) '" ' i (Map (B,QF ) )
On the other hand, "o ( Map ( B , G) ) is just the set [B , G]
of free homotopy classes of maps fr om B to G and
'lr 0(r;) is defined by as signing to each class [ fh [ 8 ,GJ
the class [ wof] £ ( B ,QF ]' Hence we can descr ibe
Ke r(ll'ocr;» as corresponding to t he set of all ho motopy
classes of maps [ f]d B, G] such that .. . f i s nul1-
homotopic. Al s o , i n thi s case , woC ~ (pF » corresponds
to the imag e of the function .0 ( '11',. ): ( B , G] ..,. [B ,QF ] '
so that n~ is surjective if and onl y if '11' 0('11',. ) i s .
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This enables us to give examples for which such condition
is satisfied (e.g •• G • QpxKr p) as well as examples in
which it is not. In fact, if G is the real line R and
Kr p is the subgroup of integers, Qp is the ei rele 51
and clearly the function 'If. : [Sl,RJ + [Sl,Sl J is not
surj ective.
In chapter we shall examine other conditions
sufficient to ensure the surjectivity of nh.p
§ 5) RECOGNIZING n-EQUIVALENCES BETWEEN
AUTOMORPHISM GROUPS OF PRINCIPAL BUNDLES
In what follows we shall use the following defini t i cn
of an n - equi valence (ef. [Sw] de f , 3.17).
3 .t9 DEFINITION A map f: X ~ Y is said to be an
n-equivaLenoe , Osns", if, for all .:uX, the induced
function 'lfi(f): 'lfi(X,.:c) 1Ti (Y , f (= » is a bijection
for Osi<o and, if nee , a surjection for Len,
So, in particular, the concepts of GO-equivalence
and of weak homotopy equivalence coincide.
We now recall two lemmas which will be used to show
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that, under suitable conditions, if h: G + K is a topa·
logical group morphism which is an n-equivalence , then
the induced homomorphism n~: l (p) -+ 1 ( ph ) is also
an equivalence in a certain range of dimensions.
In the first of them, due to P. llea t h , p: E + B
will be a map having the HLP for the spaces Sn and
SOxI, nae , will be the base point of B and
j : F . P-1 (bJ + E the inclusion. Also, if is an
element of F, then:. will denote the path component
of % in and .. the path component of r in E.
3.20 ~ Let :. ll."o(FJ .
if and only if there is a loop
Then • 0 (j )(:J • • 0(j )(ll.J
>.: I ... Sl -+ B, based at
b. such that, if A: I -+ E is a path completing the
commutative diagram
B
E
h", ' ''Jp
l.
(OJ--=--
J
then !ill' ll..
PROOF See [H) cor. 3.11.//
We now use lemma 3.20 to prove the following
needed resul t .
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3. 21 THEOREM Le t p: E -+ B and p': E' -+ B be two
(Serre o r Hur ewi c z ) fib ra t ions over a p a th co nnected
space B. If f : E -+ E' i s a map ov e r B s uch t hat,
fo r each b<B , t he restricti o n fi b: p-'(b) + (p ')-'(b)
is an n-equ ivalence , then is an rr-equ Iva Le nce ,
~ Le t % be any c lement of E, b ·p(x) , e ' - f(z) ,
F - p-'(b) a nd F ' - (p ')-'(b). Then, u s i ng "di agram
chasing" techniques on th e homotopy l adder ge ne r a ted by
p , p i an d f, it i s easy t o prove t hat 'II' i(£) is
i njec t i ve for l Si :S (n -l ) and s urjec tive f or ! si s n .
The hy po thesi s on B gu a r ant ees the surjec t i v i ty of
'11' 0 ( £ ) ' so we only have to c he ck t hat , if n s n , if a Cf) is
injec t ive . To that end . l et Y.3€E be such t ha t, wi th
t he s ame notation o f Lemjaa 3 . 20,
!.W. - i..W.
Since is pa t h c onnec ted , t h ere must exist t wo clements
v , e e E s uch t ha t
and
Now we have
• 0 (j ' )(il£l) • !.W. : !.W. • •0 (j ')(~)
s o t hat we can USe lemma 3 . 20 and find a loop A: I ... B
sa tisfying t h e prop e rty desc ri bed there for !.!..!2 and
~. Since lemma 3.20 does not depend on t h e choice of
the lifting of At we can c ho ose t hi s lifting to b e f ·A ,
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where A: I ... E is a path completing the commutative
diagram
(O}~E
, ,7 1A -: Pl-~B
With this choice the lemma states that
'o(fl b) (~) • i:!ill .~ . 'o(flb) (~)
and the b1jectivityof 'o(flb) implies that ~.~.
This means, since !iQl.!o, that we can apply the same
lemma to the fibration p and the path components .£.
and ~ and obtain
• 0 (j HE) • '0 (j )(~)
thus proving that '"'oC£) is injective, as we wanted. The
arbitrary choice of zEE completes the proof.11
The second lemma is a result given in (Ma ] (lemma
3.1. 7 ) .
3.22 ~ Let p: E ... B and p' : E' ... B be Hurewicz
fibrations over a CW- c omp l e x B and let f: E .. E' be
a map over B which is an n - equ i vak ence , n finite or
infinite. If bo t h sec (p) and sec(p') ar e non empty
and dim (B) • msn , then induces a map
f .,,: sec(p) ... sec(p') : S '\r+ f e s
which is an (n·m)-equivalence. In the case n·", the
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map ftt is an <a-equivalence and there is no condition
on the dimension of B.J /
We can now state and prove the main result of this
section.
3.23 THEOREM Let p: X -+ B be a principal u-bundte
and h : G -+ K a topological group morphism. If h is
an n-equivalence and is a path connected CW-complex
of dimension rasn , then n~: Ii(p) + 1 (p h) is an
(n-m) -equi valence. In the case n·.... n~ is an
w-equ i vaLence and there is no restriction on the
dimension of B.
PROOF' Since B is a CW-complex, both (p p)G and
(ph ph) K are J by theorem 3.1, Hurewicz fibrations and J
by corollary 2.10, both have a section, corresponding to
the identity automorphisms of p and ph respectively.
The hypotheses on hand B allow us to use theorem 3.21
and claim that the map yh: (X X)G + (XXhK XXhK)K is
an n-equivalence. Now lemma 3.22 implies that the induced
map y~: sec(p p)G + sec(ph ph)K is an (n-m)-equivalence.
This. together with lemma 2.20, suffices to prove the
claim.!/
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CHAPTER
APPROXIHATING GROUPS
o r BUNDLE AUTOHORPHISHS
B Y L 0 0 P SPACES
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All the results of chapter 3 have been obtained
under the hypothesis that the bundles considered were
numerable. In this case, however, one can use a different
approach to study the homotopy properties of the groups
of bundle automorphisms. This approach was originally
developed, for principal bundles, by D.H.Gottlieb in [Gol)
and [Ga2] J where he constructed, for a given numerable
principal G-bundle p: X .... B, a Serre fibration
having as base space the path component Map(B ,BGil) of
Map(B,BG) containing a classifying map k: B .... BG for p
and, as fibre, a space homeomorphic to C; (p) . By showing
that the total space of is "essentially contractible",
Gottlieb deduced the existence of a weak homotopy equ iv -
alence between OMap(B,BG;k) and ~(p).
When B is a CW-complex, one can use functional
bundles to refine this result and obtain a Hurewicz
fibration with a contractible total space t Map(B ,BG;k)
as base space and sec(p p)G as fibre, thus deriving a
homotopy equivalence between OMap(B,BG;k) and 1(p) .
It is this second method, proposed in (Mo] and
[BHMPZJ, that we shall recall and use, together with OUT
previous results, to obtain further properties of the
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homotopy equivalence in question and to generalize it to
the case in which we consider spaces of fibre bundle
automorphisms.
The first two sections will be devoted to some
needed background material.
§ 1) THE MILNOR CONSTRUCTION
In [ Mi Z] J.Milnor showed that. given a topological
group G, there exists a numerable principal G-bundle
PG: EG -+ BG which classifies numerable principal G-bundles,
in the sense of the following theorem.
4.1 THEOREM Given a numerable principal G-bundle
p : X ... B, there exists a map k: B -+ BG, called a eZassi-
lYing map for p, and a G-map k I: X -+ EG such that the
diagram
p
-----"-- BG
is a pullback diagram. Moreover, two numerable principal
G-hundles over are isomorphic if and only if their
respective classifying maps are homotopic .11
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We remind the reader that EG is the contractible
space obtained as a join of a countable number of copies
of G. Therefore an element of EG is an equivalence
class of sequences of the form (tigi)iEN' where N is
the set of natural numbers, t i £1 t gi lEG, ti;ltO for at
most a finite number of indices, the sum of all the t i
equals and the equivalence relation is obtained
identifying two sequences (tigi) and (tigO if t . -t!1 1
for every iE:N and, for each iEN such that ti;ltO, g i" g i .
(For the details of the topology see [ Hu s ] page 53, or
[Mi 2]) Denoting the equivalence class of a sequence
The space BG is then the orbit space of EG, its numer -
able cover {Ur} is determined by setting, for each j€N,
4.2 u~ • lltigilG I tj'Ol
and the local homeomorphisms are given by
The numerable principal G-bundle PG: EG • BG will
be referred to as Mi l no r ' s universal. G-bundte
Given a topological group morphism h: G • X, there
are maps
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h4 : EG .. EK: {tig i} "'+ {tih(gi) }
4 .4
h,.: BG + BK: {tigi}G "-+ {tih(gi)}G
such that, for any iiEN and bEUr. the diagram
G h K
$L ki ,h. (b)
EG
h'
+ EK4 .5
PG 1 1PK
BG
h.
to BK
is commutative. If h: G -+ G' and hi : G' .. Gil are two
topological group morphisms, then h i". h" • (h' · h)" and
~"h .. • (h ' °h)... Moreover for any %EEG and gE:G,
h» ("g) - h' (,,)h(g).
§ 2) THE HOMOTOPY SEQUENCE OF A FIBRATION
Let p : X ... B be a Hu'r ewd c z fibration, 1 : F ... X
be the inclusion of the fibre OYer the base point bE: B
and XEF be the base point of both F and X. Moreover,
let PB be the space of paths in B, starting at b , and
ev: PB + Bot '\,+ HI)
be the usual evaluation fibration ( Lsp J cor . 2.8.8),
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Consider now the commutative diagram
F-:-,,: '~~1 J PBnX • X
(b) ---1- ~ evp 1p
~PB ~B
ev
where both the front and back squares are pu Ll back diagrams
and, denoting by cb the constant path at b ,
j: F + PBnX: y '1.+ (cb'Y)
Since PB is contractible, the map c, defined by
c(b) • cb' is a homotopy equivalence, as well as the
identities On X and B. By [BTH] tho 1.2, it follows
tha t also is a homotopy equivalence and we can
consider the maps
y : OB + PBnX : h+ (1,.,)
4 .6
6p:ll j-t. y : OB.,. PBnX .. F
where j -1 is the homotopy inverse of j.
Using this construction it is possible to obtain a
sequence of maps
. .... OE ..ll£.. OB~ F xL
which we shall call the homotopy sequence of the fibration
p (c f . [CJJ) and which can be used to derive the exact
sequence of homotopy groups of a fibration. However, we
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are now o n l y interested in the map 6p and, in particular,
in the following two results related to it .
.It . 7 ~ If p : X .... B is a Hurewicz fibration and
is contractible, then 6p is a homotopy equ i v a l e n ce .
PROOF The map evp is a fibration, s i n ce ev is, and
y i s the inc lusion of its fibre. So, by e a sy standard
a rguments, t he resul t follows. / I
•• 8 P ROPOS I T I ON
p
If, in the commutative diagram
f ib
x ----''--~ X'
p '
p and pi are Hurewicz f Lbre t i ons , a nd l I are the
inclusions of the fibres and the horizontal ma p s are ba se
point preserving , then the diagram
is homotopy commut a t I v e ,
Ug
fi b
UB'
10p '
F '
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PROOF Define a map
r: PB.X ~ PB' .X·: (t,x) "'~ (g ·t,f(x))
and observe that, if band b' denote the base points
of Band B' respectively, we have, for any ee P.;
r- j (x) . r(c b .x) . (g 'cb .f(x)) . (cb .. f(x)) . j' ·f(x)
Therefore 0·)-1. r -,: (fIb)' j-1 where, as in 4 .6, j -1
and (j ,)-1 denote the homotopy inverses of and j' .
Using this fact we obtain
"p•. ng. 0 ,)-1' Y " ng • (j .)-1 . r • y -': (flb)'j-1 . y =
• (flb) '"p
thus proving the claim.! /
Notice that the map r '. and hence 0p' are defined
only up to homotopy . However this will not affect the
discussion of the following sections.
§ 3) RELATING GROUPS OF PRINCIPAL BUNDLE
AUTOMORPHISMS AND LOOP SPACES
Let p : X ...... B be a numerable principal G- bundle and
p
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be a pu l Lbac k diagram, s o that is a classifying map
Ma p( B, (x xBG
1
for p , We can now construct the functional space
(XXBG 8 X EG)C associated to th e pr i nc i pa l G- bundl e s
pxl : XXBG -+ BXBG: ( z ,b ) (p(z) ,b)
l XPG' BxEG .. BXBG, (b ,z) ( b ,PG (z) )
and we shall denote the pro jection (p"l l XPG)G simply
by P*PG' Since both P and PG are locally trivial
over numerable covers, then so is p.PC and hence, by
theorem 3.1, it is a Hurewicz fibration with fibre G.
By proposi tion 3 .3, the induced map
is a Hurewicz fibration, as well as the map
obtained composing P*PG with the project ion on B.
Si nc e the diagram
BXEG) G)
( P*PG) B
Map(B,BxBG)
in which the horizontal maps are inclusions and • is
the obvious restriction of (P*PG) B' is a pullback diagram,
it follows that is a l s o a Hure wicz f ibration.
No t i c e that an element s t:sec(p*tPG ) is in t - 1 Ck) if
and only if it land s in ( p *PG) -l( lm( l B ,k)) , where
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Using the fact that Im(IB ,k) is homeomorphic to B
and worki ng locally as done in the previous chapters (it
may be necessary to refine the covers). it is easy to see
that the function
defined . for a given c e Ip P)G 1 ( b ) , by the relation
j(a)(",k(b)) • (b,k'(a(,,)))
is a homeomorphism over B and hence that the induced map
is a homeomorphism.
".10 ~ Let p: X ~ B he a principal G-bundle
over a CW·complex B. Then the space sec(p*lPG) is
contractible.
PROOF The map P*lPG is a Hurewicz fibration and, using
[882] tho 1 .1 and the fact that, for every principal
G·bundle q: Y ... 8, the map
f: (BxG Y)G + Y: a 'V+ a«pr p)G(a) ,0)
where pro BxG + B is the projection, is a homeomorphism
over B, it is easy to see that the fibre of P"l PG is
homeomorphic to EG and hence homotopy equivalent to a
CW-complex. Since B is a CW-complex, by [Se ] th.2 we
have that also the total space of p* l PG has the homotopy
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type of a CW-complex and so that P*lPG is a homotopy
equivalence. This implies that the induced fibration
is a homotopy equivalence and that its fibre, sec(p*lPG) t
is contractible. II
Theorem 4.10 says. in particular, that sec(p*lPG)
is path connected and, since i)-1(1) .,. 0, it follows that
the image of is Map(B,BG;k) and that
t· see(p*lPG) + ~lap(B,BG;k)
is a Hurewicz fibration with fibre sec(p p)G ~ ~ (p).
~.11 THEOREM Let p: X ... be a principal G-bundle
Over a CW·complex B. Then there is a homotopy equ i va-
lenee 6 p : nMap(B,BG;k) + 1 (P)
H·homomorphism.
which is also an
PROOF The map 6p is obtained applying lemma 4 .1 to the
fibration 41: sec(p*lPG) ... Map(B.BG;k) and using the
homeomorphism between sec(p p)G and 1(p). as described
in corollary 2.10. For the last statement see ( BHM P 2J ,
tho 4.2.11
We have seen in chapter 2 that, in favourable
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circums tances, , (p) is homeomorphic to Map(B,G)
and we also claimed there that this is not always so. We
are now ready to give a counterexample.
In [Mil) J.Milnor proved that for any simplicial
complex B, it is possible to construct a topological
group G and a numerable principal G-bundle p : E -+ B
which is universal, having a contractible total space.
So let p: E4 .. S4 be the principal G-bundle constructed
in that way and let G be its structure group. If
Pk: 5 4 "E 4 .. S4 is the numerable principal G- bundle
induced from p by a map k : S" .. S4 of degree n ,
then, by theorem 4.11,
'2( i(Pk)) -v '2(OMap(S',S';k)) -v '3(Map(S',S';k))
The las t group is isomorphic by (K], lemma 3.10, to
Z2'lnl@ Z,2
and so it depends on the degree of k • This means that,
taking maps of different degrees, we obtain principal
bundles with the same base space and structure group, but
with groups of automorphisms having different homotopy
groups in dimension 2. Hence 1(Pk) can be homeomorphic
to Map(B,G) only for one of these bundles, clearly the
trivial one. induced by the constant map. This shows that
the problem of computing t ( p ) in the general case is
non trivial.
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Notice tha t one can use this same construction
and some more of the results con tained in [K ] to give
other counterexamples.
§ .) LOOP SPACES AND HOIIOIIORPHISIIS BETWEEN
GROUPS OF AUTOIIORPHISIIS
!t.1 2 LEitHA Let p: X .. B he a nume r abl e principal
G·b undle classified by the map k: B .. BG and le t
h: G .. K be a topological group morphism. Then the Jlap
h. -k : .... BK is a classifying map for ph.
PRO OF Under the given hypothesis, there are pu L'lback
diagrams
q •
BK
and q ' • (h ... . k)PK. Now the composite
EG)(X~ EKxK~ EX
X~EG
1PG
---.l.....- BG
(Pk) h• • k
P
where
has the property that for each gt:G, %C!:X and kEl,
and hence defines a map
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which is a K-map and is such that PJ( .(~ .k)' - h.. ok - ph.
Therefore there is a unique map £1 completing the
diagram
X h\K~'
BnE K EK
ph 1 q 1PK
B h, · k B
K
and this is a K-map and hence an isomorphism in P~
between ph and q , This means that the fOUT outer ma p s
in the diagram form a pu Lf back diagram and hence that
h.. - k is a classifying map for ph. f /
1t.13 COROLLARY Und e r the conditions of lemma 4.12, there
is a homotopy equivalence 6(ph): OMap(B,BK;h, .k) + r ( ph ).
PROOF Apply theorem 4.11 to the principal [ -bundle ph.!!
Since the map ~ induces, by composition, a map
it is natural to ask what properties the diagram
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has and, in particular, whether it is homotopy commutative,
in which cas e n~ and nCh")8 can be identified up to
homotopy. By propos i t Lon 4.8 and lemma 2.20, it will be
sufficient to show that there exists a base point preserv -
ing map VIf completing the diagram
,h
+ sec (ph ph) Ks e c ( p p)G p
i B 1 iiJ
" sec (ph' l PK)4 .14 sec(p'lPG) - - - --
1 1
Map(B ,BG;k) (h')B Map(B,BK ;h,. 'k)
Notice that the base point s in s e c (p p)G and
Sec (ph ph) K are the s ections corresponding to the respec -
tive identities, so the base points in sec (p*lPG) and
sec(ph*l PK) will be defined, respectively, by the rela-
tions:
s(b)(""k(b )) • (b,k'(",))
Sh(b)( [ "" e J,h,'k(b)) • (b,(h,'k)'( ["" e J ))
for any bEB and X EX. In this way all the already
exi sting maps in di agr am 4.14 are base point preserving.
Let us therefore define a function
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by setti ng, for a given (b,c)t:BXBG and a given G-map
a: p"(b)x(el + (blxp;;'(e).
([z,kl,h, (e)) (b,h'(a(z))k)
(we identify the given a with the corresponding map
a: p -l(b) .. PG 1 ( c ) ). In other words, 'f(a) i s obtained
by composing a xIl:: with a suitable restriction of
h< xIK and wi th the action of K On EK and then
quo t Len t i ng out the action of G. By the definition of
h' this makes ' (a ) properly defined and continuous.
Moreover, since ' ( a ) preserves the action of K. ,
itself is well defined. Notice also that
(ph· PK) ·' • (p.PG) · (Ixh,)
so , in particular, as a map from P*lPG to ph- 1PK• ,.
is ove r B. It is al so ea sy to see that,for any U~
i n the standard numerable cover for PC' h.. (Ur> is
contained in the corresponding u~ , so that to prove the
continuity of ,. it will be sufficient to prove the
continui ty of each of the restrictions
where U is in the numerable cover for p and iEN.
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" .15 LEMMA For any UE{ U} an d i EN, the di ag r am
, IUxu~
Xu ,i
UXU~)(K
1
hXu,i
whe re XU. i and x~ . i are the local homeomorphisms f or
p"pG an d ph· PK re spect ively. i s co mmutative .
PROOF If {(,U,41 U)} is the locally trivial structure
for p , it follows by 1.4 9 that, for any (b, c, g) (U )(U~)(G
and a EG,
an d hence, using the commutati vi t y of diagram 4.5,
(('I UXU~) ·XU , i (b ,o ,g) )(l.U(b ,e) ,kl , h, (0)) •
• ( b,h' ( XU,i(b,o,g)( ·u(b, .)) k)
• (b,h'(.~(o.g)) k) ' ( b, .f(h,(o).h(g)) k)
On the other hand
(X~ . i • (l xh, xh)(b , 0 , g ) )(l.U(b , . ) , k 1 ,h, (0)) •
• (X~ , i(b ,h,(o) ,h (g ) ) ) ([ . U(b, e ) ,kJ, h, (0)) •
• ( b, .f(h, (0 ) ,h (g ) k) ) • (b •• f (h, (e ) ,h (g ) ) k )
and this prove s the result.11
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4.16 PROPOSITION The function If is continuous and
therefore induces a continuous function
~,: sec (p' 1PG) + sec (p h ' l PK)
which is base point preserving and completes the diagram
4.14.
PROOF The continuity of follows from lemma 4.15.
Moreover if s£sec(p*lPG) is the base point, then for
any b£B,
~,(s) (b): (ph) -l(b)x{h, · k ( b ) } + (b)xpj(l(h, . k ( b ) ) :
(L",k l,h, .k(b)) "'+ (b,h' (k' (,,))k)
and, since he -k ' ex) • (h ... - k ) I ([:c,e ]), it follows that
'f .. (s) '"' sh, that is, that ". is base point preserving.
A similar analysis proves the commutativity of the Lcwe r
square of diagram 4.14. The commutativity of the upper
square follows from that of the diagram
which can be easily checked.11
We can now summarize these results in a theorem.
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"'.17 THEOREM Given a principal G-bundle p: X ... B
over a cw-ccep t ex classified by a map k : B ... Be and a
topological group morphism h : G ... K, there exists a
diagram, commutative up to homotopy
nMap(B,BG;k)
6p ~ (p)
n(h,) B 1 1n~
nMap(B,BK;h,'k) 6 (ph) 1 ( ph )
where 6
P
and are H· homotopy equivalences.
PROOF Proposition 4.16 and proposition 4.8 ensure the
existence of a commutative diagram
nMap(B,BG;k)
n(h')B j
nMap(B,BK;h, , k )
which, together with lemma
sec(p p)G
n~
6 (ph) , sec (ph ph) K
2.20, proves the claim.11
We can now combine the results of this section with
theorem 3.17 to obtain the following generalization, to
the group of fibre bundle autoao rph Lsas , of theorem 4.11.
".18 THEOREM Let p : X ... B be a principal G-bundle
over a elf-complex 8. a left G-space and 11": G ... QF
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the canonical projection. If k : B ~ BG is a classifying
map for p and the map ).>f: G ~ M).(F,F) is a Hurewicz
fibration, then 1(l ) is weakly homotopy equivalent to
the s ubspace of nMap(B.BQF ;1T,. - k ) consisting of the group
of path components in the image of the homomorphism
Moreover, if is admissible such a correspondence is a
homotopy equivalence.
PROOF Under the given hypotheses. we can combine theorem
3.17 and theorem 4.17, applied to the projection lI'J to
obtain the result. / I
§ 5) SOME CATEGORICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Given a Cw-comp Iex B. let us define a category PWB
as follows. The objects are pairs of the form (p,k).
where p is a principal G-bundle over B. for some
topological group G, and k: B ~ BG is a classifying
map for p. Given two objects (p,k) and (p' ,k') in
pW
B , such that p is an obj ect of pG and p ' of p~,B
the morphisms from (p,k) to (p' ,k') are those pairs
(f ,h) which are rnorphisrns in PB from p to p' and
are such that k'· h. -k ,
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Composites and identities can now be obtained as in
PB (definition 1 .19) and these ensure that pWD is a
well defined category.
Let now TGr be the category of topological groups
and define a functor
~ : pWB -+ TGl"
by se t ting , f or an objec t (p , k) ,
~ Cp,k)' li Cp)
and , fo r a morphism (f,h) from (p ,k) t o (p' ,k l ) ,
~ C f , h ) - f· , n~ : ~ Cp ) ~ ~ C ph ) ~ tCp ' )
where fit is the natural isomorphism induced by the map
To be sure t ha t l is well defined we only have to show
that it respec ts composition of morphf ses , since it is
obv i ous tha t it preserves identities. But if (f ,h) and
(£I,h t ) are t wo composab le mor phi s ms, t hen we have that
~ C U " h ' )' C f, h ) ) - 1 Cf " f, h " h) is gi ven by
n~"h fi Cph " h ) -IC",-f...:''-'of.l...) ·_ , } CP" )l Cp )
while SU ', h' ) ' r U , h ) is given by
h h'~ C p ) l-~Cph) ~'CP') ~ } Cp , h' )~)CP")
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and, by the definitions of the various maps involved,
it is easy to see that they are equal and hence that
if is a functor.
Let now B be the category of H-groups and
H-homomorphisms, as defined in [Sp J page 3S, and define
a functor
by setting . for an object CPtk) of PWS'
and, for a morphism ( f , h ) from (Ptk) to ( pi ,h•• k ) ,
It is then easy to see, using standard results about loop
spaces, that 0B is a well defined functor.
Notice that if we had chosen, as morphisms in PWD
from (p,k) to (p',k '), pairs (f,h) satisfying only
the condi tion k ' ~ h • k , the functor Q D could not
have been properly defined. since there is no canonical
choice of a path from k ' to h.. ·k in Map(B,BK;k').
in general .
Finally, let Hh be the homotopy category of H .
that is. the category having the same objects as H a nd .
as a o rph Lsus , homotopy classes of morphisms of B. We
then have two o bvious "p r c] ection" functors:
,J'
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R
TGr
Rh
Rh
,J'. ,
and we are now ready for the main result of this section.
!t.19~ There exists a natural isomorphism
o : ,J.nB
defined by the relation
o(p,k) • [OpJ : nMap(B,BG;k) ~ ~ ( p )
~ By theorem 4.11. is well defined and 6(p,k)
is an isomorphism for every object (p.k) of PWD' so
we only have to check the na tu r a l Lt y of 6. To that end.
notice that, by theorem 4 .17, given a morphism (f.h)
from (p.k) to (pt .k'). the diagram
nMap(B,BG;k) 0p t ( p )
nth, )B 1n~
nMap(B,BK;h, ' k ) s (ph) t (ph )
is homotopy commuta t i ve . Now the same techniques used in
the proof of that theorem can be applied to the homeo-
to obtain a
homeomorphism from sec(ph*lPX) to sec(p'*lPK) which
is OVer the identity on Map(B.BX;h.. - k ) and therefore
induces a homotopy commutative diagram
• 125 •
which, together with the previous one shows the na t u r'a Ld t y
of 6.11
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CHAPTER
A P P L I CAT ION S
COMPUTATIONS
AND
- 1 27 -
In this chapter we shall give a few computations
based on results obtained earlier in the thesis . There
is, of course. no claim of completeness for such compu-
tations t neither with respect to cases analyzed ,nor to
techniques used .
Throughout the chapter we shall as s uae that t he
base space of the bundles considered is a path connected
CW-complex, and thus that the bundles themse lves are
numerable.
In the £i rst two s e c t i on s we cons ider the effect on
't Cp ) of enlarging the structure group of p, say H,
into a larger group G. In the first section we consider
cases where II is a normal subgroup of G, in the second
one cases where the inclusion 1: H .. G is an n ·equiva-
Lenc e , for some value of n ,
! 1) EXTENSIONS : NORMAL SUBGROUP CASE
Let p : X" B be a principal Hebund Le , t : H .. G
be the inclusion of H as a normal subgroup o f a larger
topological group G and assume that the canonical
for n s Lsm, In fact this ' implies
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projection .: G ... Q-G/H is a Hu r e wi c z fibration. In the
light of the results of chapters 1 ,2 and .3. it is clear
that this is a particularly favourable situation. In
fact, letting q . p\, by proposition 3 .15, there is a
topolog ical group mor phism
n~ : Ii(q) + ~(q")
which i s also a Hurewicz fibration with image ;(q1f )
and, by theorem 2.34, with fibre t(p). Si nc e 1I'et is
trivial, by proposit ion s 1.36 and 1.43, q i s triv ial
and s o , by corollary 2.13, f (q" ) :l: Map!B,Q).
By corollary .3. 1 3 , we obtain a long exact sequence of
homotopy gr oups
••• + " i ( )(p» + " i ( ~(q» + 'i(Map ( B,Q» + ' i- 1( /f (P» +
+ "0 ( ~(q» + "0 (Map (B ,Q»
froll which we may extract information in several c a s es ,
One simple case is when, fo r two gi ven int egers nand
m, 'i (Map (B ,QJJ •
immediately that
" i( } (p » "'i( ~ (qJJ for nsi <m,
while "m (n~): "m( t (p » + " m( ~ (q» i s surjective and
'n_1 (n~): ' n- 1( ~ (P » + 'n -1 (~(q» is injective ( t h i s
last statement be ing meaningful only if 0 >0) .
This situat i on occurs. fOT instance. when Q . 5 1 .
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or a torus. and we let n = and m "'.... This can be
and so 'i (Map(B,S'))-O
easily seen using the exact homotopy sequence of the
evaluation fibration
ev: Map(B,S') ~ 5 :f 'V+ feb)
where bE:B is the base point . In fact, in this case,
both the base space, 51, and the fibre, the space
Map.. (B,S1) of based maps. have vanishing homotopy groups
in all dimensions bigger than
for i ~ 2. Moreover
',(Map, (B,S')) '" [B ,OS'], '" 0
'o(Map, (B,S')) '" [B,S' ], -v H'(B)
so that. if we assume that B is simply connected, we
obtain the following extra data:
,,(~lap(B,S')) '" 2
'o(Map(B,S')) '" 0
which allow us to establish, for Q. (s t)o. the follow-
Ing exac t sequence:
o ~ ',( ,(p)) ~ ',( f ( q ) ) ~ Zn ~ 'o( l(p))
~ 'o( ~(q)) ~ 0 •
As an application we obtain:
5.1 ~ Let p: X ... B be a principal SU(n)-bundle,
where Ls ns .... , and let t : SU(n) ... lien) be the inclusion.
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Then, for all ioe2,
'i( ~(P)) ""i( 1(p\))
and, moreover, if B i s simply connected, the sequence
0+ ' , ( r ep ) ) + ' ,( r ep ' )) + Z + 'o ( j (p ) ) + ' o( r ( p \ ))+
is exact.
PROOF We only need to notice that U(o) is a Lie group
and so the projection "U(n) + U(n)/SU(n) ~ S' is a
fibration.//
Theorem 5.1 tells us that the problem of computing
the higher homotopy groups of t (p) for p a principal
SUCn) - bund Le OVer a CW-complex can be solved by s olving
the same problem for principal U(n)-bundles.
When n - .. , the classifying spaces BU and BSU
are Hcgroups [c f , [ 5..-] page 213 ) and this implies, as
shown in [ Mo J , th. 3 .3.4, that, for a principal SU-bundle
p, ~(p) is homotopy equivalent to Map(B,SU) and
1- (pl) is homotopy equivalent to Map(B,U) . In partic-
ular, if B · So, we can use [K) , th o 2 .2 , to obtain
' i( ~(p)) '" ' i ( SU)
' i ( c; (p\ )) -v ' i (U)
(for the details. see [Mo l page 92).
8 ' i +n ( SU)
8 ' i +n (U)
Since for i:tZ
~i(U) ~ ~i(SU)t we get, for this particular case, an
alternative verification of the general result of the
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theorem.
An even more convenient situation occurs when Q
is a discrete group, since, in this c ase , MapCB ,Q) ~ Q
an d hence "i (Hap(B,Q)) • 0 for i>0 and
"o(Map(B,Q)) ~ Q. The isomorph ism
"i ( 1(p)) ~ "i C tt cp \ ))
then holds f or i~l.
We give two e xa mples of thi s s i t ua t i o n .
5 .2 THEOREM Let p : X'" B be a principal SO( n)-bundle,
Lsnsw, and \: SO(n) .. O(n) be the inclusion. Then, for
Le I , "i C It Cp ) ) -v "i C 1 Cp \ )) and the function
"o(n~) : "o( ~(p )) + "o( ! Cp \ )) is a monomorphi sm .
PROOF Again, we only nee d to not i c e that the projection
"' O(n) + OCn)/SO(n) :: Z2 is a fibration . II
As for theorem 5.1, this theorem also reduces
the study of the higher homotopy groups, and of the
fundamental group, o f 1(p ) for pr i ncipa l SO( n) -bundl e s
to the s ame pr oblem f or principal 0 (n ) - bun dle s . More ov e r J
for n - GO we can again USe the H-group structure of BO
and BSO and obtain, for an SO-bundle over a sph ere SID,
the fo L'l ow i ng isomorphisms:
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'i C t Cp)) " ' i CSO) (J 'i.m CSO)
'iC1Cp' ))" ' i CO) il'i.mCO)
which confirm t he r e sult o f theorem 5 .2.
Fo r the second ex ample . l et G be a comp ac t . con-
ne e t e d Lie group. T maxima l to ru s of and its
normalizer. It is well known that the quotient
a finite discrete gr oup ([Hus ] page 172) called the
Wey l. grou p of G. So we ha ve :
is
5 .3 THEOREH Le t p: X .... B be a pri nc ipal T-bu nd l e
and l et 1 : T ... ~T be t he inclusion. Then 11' i ( if (p \»
is trivial for i >l ; mo r e o ve r if B is s imp ly conne c t e d ,
' lC IfC p ' )) -v z", where n' dimCT ), and 'o CS-Cp')) is
fini te.
PROOF Since T is abelian, by corollary 2.13,
'rCp) -': MapCB,T) and so 'iC lCp)) -v C'iCMapCB,Sl)))n •
for Ls L, Now, using the isomorphism between 1I'i( l (p»
and lI'i( ~ (p \ » we can prove the first part of the
theorem. Moreover we have seen earlier that. if B is
simply connected, 'lCMapCB,Sl)) '" Z and 'oCMapCB,S l))
is trivial. so, in thi s case, .... e obtain an exact sequence:
0+ Zn + 'lC It Cp' )) + 0 + 0 + 'DC lCp')) + NT/T
which proves the second part.11
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In the proof of theorem 5.3 the computations of
7f i ( 1(p \» were simplified by the fact that the group
T is abelian and hence 1(p) was detectable. This
suggests the following generalization:
5.1t THEOREM Let p: X ... B be a principal G-bundle and
let H be a normal abelian subgroup of
such that the proj ection n : G .... Q-G/H is a Hurewicz
fibration. If p has a restriction to a principal
H-bundle and 1fi (Map(B.H») • 0 for ns Lsm , then
'i( q(p)) 'i(Map(B,G)) for n s i em and the function
'men;): 'm( $(P)) + 'm(Map(B,Q)) is injective .
~ The long exact sequence generated by the map
n~: ~ (p) .... Map(B,Q) and the homeomorphism between
~(q) and Map(B,H) show that 'i( t(p)) '" 'i(~lap(B,Q))
for n sLcm and that 'lfmcn;) is injective. However, in
our situation there is a fibration
', : Map(B,G) + Map(B,Q): f '1.+ n s f
whose fibre is clearly Map(B,H). Now the hypothesis on
Map(B,H) allows us to complete the prooL//
5.5 COROLLARY Let p: X + B be a principal G-bundle
and let H be a normal abelian subgroup of
which is either a) discrete, or b) a torus (or a union
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of tori) . If the projection 'll': G ~ GI l{ is a Hurewicz
fibration and p admits a restriction to a principal
II- bundle, then ' i ( 1(p)) -v 'i(Map ( B,G )) for a) Le L,
or b ) h2.//
Notice that if G is connected, any discrete normal
subgroup is abelian ([P] tho 15) and that, i f G is
compact and finite dimensional, then its center is a
torus (or a union of tori) and hence corollary 5.S can
be applied.
i 2 ) EXTENS IO NS: n -EQU IVA LENCE CASE
In this section we shall analyze s ome cases in
which theorem 3.23 may be applied.
5.6 ~ Let p: X + B be a principal U(n) -bundle,
where Osos ... , and assume that dim(B) -m <2n. If
1: U(n) + U(n+q) denotes the inclusion, for q ~O , then
n' : , (p) + l (p l ) is a ( 2n · m) -equi valence .p
PROOF In this case the inclusion i s a ( 2n) - e qu i va -
lence and the result follows from theorem 3.23.//
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Theorem 5.6 remains valid if we consider SU(n )
rather than U(n) .
5.7 THEOREH Let p : X + B be a principal O(n)-bundle.
where Osos... , and as sume that dim(B) -m s(n-l). If
t : O( n) + O(n+q ) denotes the inclusion, for q :l:O, t hen
n~ : ~ (p ) + ~ (p \ ) is an ( n-m- l) - e qu i va l e nce.
~ We only need to not i ce that in thi s case the
inclusion is an (n -I) -equivalence ./I
Also for theorem 5.7,the same result holds if we
consider SO(n) rather than O(n) .
Theorems 5. 6 and 5. 7, together with the results of
section 1, allow us to compile the following li st of
values for the homotopy groups of 1(p ) in the case
in which p : X + Sm is a principal bundle over a sphere
wi th a classical group G a s structure group.
1) G - U i ~ 0 m , 1
Z) G • SU i 2: a m , 1
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3) G=U(n) l sms2n O s s 2n - m- l
'i (~(p)) " 'i (U) ~ 'i+m(U) -v
" 'i(U(n)) ~ 'i+m(U(n))
4) G-SU(n) l sms2n O s s 2n - m- l
'i( Cf(p)) " 'i(SU) ~ 'i+m(SU)
'i(SU(n)) ~ 'i+m(SU(n))
5) G • 0 i ~ 0 m > 1
6) G - SO i > m >
7) G=O(n) l smsn-l o « s n - m- 2
'i( rep)) " 'i(O) ~ 'i+m(O)
"'i(O(n)) ~ 'i+m(O(n))
8) G-SO(n) l sm sn-l O s s n - m- 2
'i( t(p)) " 'i(SO) ~ 'i+m(SO) "
" ' i ( SO( n ) ) ~ 'i+m(SO(n))
It is only to be expected, now, that the strong
relation existing between U(n) and GL(n,C) or between
O(n) and GL(n,R) will give rise to a similarly strong
relation between corresponding groups of bundle auto-
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no rph i sms , as the following theorem shows.
5.8 THEOREM Let p: X + B be a principal O(n)-bundle
(resp.. U(n)-bundle) and let i : O(n) + GL(n.R) (resp ••
r : U(n) + GL(n.C)) be the inclusion. Then the map
n~: ~(p) ... tt(p\) is a weak hoecr cpy equivalence;
mor eove r if B is compact t then n~ is a homotopy
equi valence.
PROOF The first part of the theorem can be proved as in
theorem 5.7. The second part follows from the fact that,
under the given hypotheses, ~ (p) and q.,Cpl) have
the homotopy type of a CW-complex (see [BHMP2j th.4.7).//
The following result, given in rHoc j , page 180 th.3 .1,
at Iovs us to give a more general version of theorem 5.8.
5 .9 PROPOSITION Let G be a connected Lie group. Then
G contains a maximal compact subgroup 1I which is a
strong deformation retract of G./ I
5. 10~ Let p: X ... B be a principal G-bundle,
where G is a connected Lie group and H be a maximal
compact subgroup of G which is a strong deformation
retract of G. If P admd ts a res triction q to II.
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then ~ (q) and 'i(p) are weakly homotopy equivalent;
moreover if
lent.11
is compact, then they are homotopy equiva-
§ 3) IDENTIFYING GROUPS OF FIBRE BUNDLE
AUTOMORPHISMS WITH GROUPS OF PRINCIPAL
BUNDLE AUTOMORPHISMS
In view of theo rem 3.17 and corolla ry 3.18, it is
c lear that the results of sections 1 and 2 can give r i s e ,
under sui table condi tions, to analogous statements
concerning the groups of automorphisms of fibre bundles.
Since these derived result s can be obtained very easily,
we shall not list them . Instead, we shall analyze
the only point which is not clarified by theorem 3.1 7,
that is, the relation between the path components of the
spaces ; (ll and 1(p"l considered there .
To that end, let p: X" B be a principal G-bundle,
F left G-space wi th respect to the action and
assume that the map A4 : G -+ MX(F .F) is a Hurewicz
fibration. Since we are assuming that is a CW-complex.
we can use theorem 3.17 and obtain a weak homotopy equiva-
lence between } ( p F) and 1 (p1l') , where 11': G + QF is
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the canonical projection. Moreover we know that, in
these conditions, the map n;: ' Cp) ..... t CpTI' ) is also
a Hurewicz fibration, so that 1 (p 'lf) is a group of
complete path components of t (P'Il' ) and the map n; is
surjective if and only if T1'oCn;) is.
\'Ji th this in mind we can prove the following results.
5.11 PROPOSITION Let p: X ... B be a principal G-bundle
over a CW-complex B of dimension n and let II be an
(n-l) -ccnne c t ed no rmal subgroup of G. If the
projection jr : G .... GIll is a Hurewicz fibration. then
~ Since is a topological group epimorphism. the
condi r Ion on II and lemma 3.14 imply that is an
n-equivalence. By theorem 3.23. n; : ,. Cp) ... ~ (p1T )
is a O-equivalence , that is, it induces a surjection
between path components. This is exactly the condi tion
we need and so the claim is proved ./ /
5 .12 COROLLARY Let p : X + B be a principal G-bund le
over a CW-complex of dimension nand a left
G-space such that the pair (p ,F) satisfies C2) . If
Kr p is (rr-Lj c connect ed , then there is a bijective map
t .... : S Cplf) + } Cp F) , where a : G + Qp is the projection,
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which is a weak ho motopy equivalence; mo reove r , if
is admissible, t hen t,4.. is a home omo r p h ism . / /
A similar result can be obtained using the following
generalization of [S pJ , t ho 7 .8 .12, as given in ( Bo],
page 334 .
5.13 LEMMA Let
and Pi: Xi -+
be a based, n -connec t ed , CW-complex
be fibrations with fibres F i (i-1,2).
Let f: Xl .. X2 be a base point preserving map over B
s uc h that f ib: F1 ... F2 induces i s omo r p hi s ms of homotopy
groups in all dimensions b i gg e r than, or equal to, n .
Th e n induces a bijection f.: [ s ec(P l)) .. (s ec (P2)] '
where Ls ec I p j ) ) d enote s the s et of b a sed homotopy
classes of ba se point preserving section s o f Pi ./1
5.14 THEOREM Let p : X .. B be a principal n -bundt e
over an n-connected CW-complex and let H be a
normal subgroup of G such that ~i(H) •
for b:(n-l) and 11': G ..... GIll i s a Hurewicz fibration.
Then 1(p') • ~ (P' ) .
~ Fi x a base point bEB an d, g iven s Esec ( pll' P ll') G/ H'
l et s(b) be t he base po int o f (X/II X/H)G/II" Since ,
in t hi s ca s e, ,': (X X) G + ( X/ H X/I1)G/1I i s s u r jective ,
we c an select a point in ( , 11') - l(s( b )) as base poi nt for
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(X X)G" We can now apply l emma 5 .13 to the fibrations
(p p )G and (p' p')G/il and find a section s' of
(p p ) G such that ,. 11" - s I -v s . Thi s means , as we need,
that '0 ( ';) : n o(sec(p p)G) ~ no(sec(p' pn ) G/ H) is
s u r j e c tive and hence 1(p') • , (p') ./ /
5 .15 COROLLARY Let p : X .. B be a principal G-bundle
over an n -connec t ed CW·complex and a le ft G- s pace
s uch t hat t he pai r ( p ,F) s a t isfies e2) . I f ' i (KrF)'O
for h(n-I ) an d no G ~ QF denotes t he projection.
then there is a continuous bijection t .... : t(P' ) g( pF)
which is a weak homotopy equivalence; mor eover if F is
admissible. then t u is a homeomorphism./ I
L IS T o F
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APPENDIX A
AN OUTL INE o F AN
ANALOGOUS THEORY
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Throughout the thesis we have been concerned with the
problem of looking at how the groups of principal bundle
automorphisms are affected by a change in the structure
group. assuming that this change is induced by a topolo-
gical group morphism; i.e ., if p: X .. B is a principal
G·bundle and h : G .. x: is a topological group morphism,
then what relations exist between q. (p) and ~ (ph) ?
There is now an analogous question which can be
analyzed . that is. how are the groups of principal bundle
automorphisms affected by a change of the base space
induced by a continuous function? More specifically, if
p: X -+ B is a principal G-bundle , h : A .. B a map and
Ph: AnX .. A the induced principal G-bundle. what rela-
tions exist between ~(p) and t (Ph) ?
Answering this question in full falls outside the
scope of this thesis, however we now outline the way in
which the techniques that we have us e d in the main body
of the thesis can be applied to this question in order to
obtain similar results. The details of the proofs will
be omitted, as they will find a better location in a
separate and more complete treatment elsewhere.
We like to point out that a partial approach to this
- 14 7 -
question has been described i n [Mo] , in the c a s e where
h is the inclusion of a base point, and in [ Ga 2] and
( BID1P 2] , where the author s give a generalization, to the
relative case , of the r elation, described in chapter 4,
be t we e n (j ( p) and loop spaces on mapping s p a c es . We
shall see later that the r elative groups obtained there
playa role analogous to that played by the gr oups r (p ;H)
in the main portion of the thesis.
First of all, the following analogue of theorem 1 .34
can be easily ver ified.
A.l THEOREM Let G be a topological gr o up and
h: A ..... B a map . Then, there is an induced functor
nh : P~ ..... P~ defined, for principal G· bundl e s p : X ... B
and pi : XI ....
the relations
and morph i sms f from p to pi, by
where
l xf : AnX • AnX' : ( a ,,,) "' . (a ,f (,,)) .11
A t echnique s i mi l a r to that of theorem 2.37 gives
ris e to the following result.
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A.2 THEOREM Let p: X -+ B be a principal G·bundle and
h: A .... B be a map. Then there is an induced continuous
homomorphism
fil: : 1(p). t(Ph)
defined by the relation
fi!:(fj(a,,,) • (a,f(,,» .11
We notice that if h is an inclusion, then nh
has the effect of restricting an automorphism of p to
t he inverse image of A.
As in the case of fi~ , the map fil: is not SUTj ective
in general and its kernel can be described in terms of
sub spaces of B, in a fashion similar to that of theorem
2.30.
A.) DEFINITION Let p : X · B be a pr i nc i pa l G-bundle
and let U be a subspace o f B. Then 1(p/U) will
denote the subgroup of q ( p ) consisting of those auto-
morphisms which fix all points " <X such that p(,,) <U.
If U · {b }, where b is the base point o f B,
~ (p/U) i s just the group ql(p) of [Mo] . ln view
of the ongoing analogy, the following results will not
be surprising.
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A.1t THEOREM Let p : X ...... B he a principal G·bundle
and U a subspace of B. Then t (pIll) is a norma l
topological subgroup of ~ (p ) and c oincides with
t (p / U) , whe re U is the c losure of U i n B./I
A.S ~ Let p : X" B be a princ ipal G-bundle and
h: A -+ B a map. Then the ke rnel of the homomorphism
n~: , (P) , (Ph) is ~(p/ i m (h)) . /I
The spaces ~ ( p ) , ~ ( Ph ) a nd t ( p / U) can a ll be
viewed as spaces of sections to f unctiona l bundles , as
described in the fo llowing t heo r em.
A.6 THEOREM Let p :X" B be a principal G·bundle,
h: A .. B be a map and U be a s ubspac e of 8. Then
if (p) is homeomorphic to sec(p p)G' while l ( p / U)
is homeomorphic t o the subspace of sec(p p)G consisting
of th ose sections such that , for every bEll, s(b)
is t he i dent i t y map on (p p)G1Cb). Moreover , since,
by [BB2l tho 1.1 a nd 8 .2 , (AnX AnX)G and An(X X)G
are homeomorphic over B, ~ (Ph) is homeomorphic to
sec(((p P)G)h) .11
The map ,~: sec(p p)G + sec(Ph Ph)G c orresponding
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to the homomorphism nl: : ~ (p ) + ~ (Ph) can no w be
defined using the universal property of pullbacks and the
reader will notice that the fibre of thi s map between
spaces of sections is the subspace of sec (p p) G corre -
sponding , according to theorem A.6, to 1 (p / i m(h ) ) .
However, in contrast with the map ':. the map 'h is
not di rec tly induced • in general , by a map be tween the
t o t al spaces of the func tional bundles i n question .
The next step is to determine co ndi t t ons unde r
which the map nPh is a fibra tion. This. as one would
ex pect, requires s ome condition on h.
A.7 THEOREM Let p : X -+ be a principal G-bundle
and h: A -+ B be a closed cofibration . Then the map
nl: : ~ (p ) + 1 ( Ph ) is a fibration and hence maps Lt ( p)
onto a group of complete pa th co mponent s of 1- (Ph ) .JI
The na t ur a Li ty , in this context, of the weak homotopy
equ i va l e nc e b e t we e n nMap (B . BGjk) and 1(p ) is desc r i be d
in the f o l l owing rcsul t.
A.8~ Let p : X '" B be a numerable principal
G· bundl e classified by the map k : B ... BG and let
h: A ... B b e a map . Then there exists a homotopy commu-
- lSI -
ta tive diagram
OMap(B ,BG;k)
Oh' 1
oMap(A,BG;k.h)
where and 6h are the If-weak homotopy equivalences
described in chapter 4./1
This result can conceivably be formulated in categor-
ical terms as stating the existence of a natural isomor-
phism between two functors.
Finally, the following observation indicates a way
of connecting the main theory of the thesis wi th the one
we have just described.
A. 9~ Let p : X .. B be a principal G-bundle,
h: G .... K a topological group morphism and f:A .... B
a map. Then (ph) f and
objects of P~.//
The connection between the two theories may prove
fruitful both for its theoretical aspects and for its
appl ications.
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A P PEN D I X B
PRINCIPAL AND
FIB R E BUNDLES A S
FUN C T ION A L BUNDLES
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In chapter 1, proposition 1.30, we have seen how to
construct a functor r F : pi .. F:(G) when we are given
a space B, a topological group G and a left G-space F.
Still in chapter 1, section S. we have seen how to use
the functional construction to obtain information On the
group of automorphisms of a principal or fibre bundle.
In this appendix .... e shall use that functional con-
struction to obtain a functor eF : P~ .. F:(G) , naturally
equi valent to r F, and. whenever F is admissible and
effective, another functor :::F: F:(G) .. P~ such that
SF .:::F and EF.aF are naturally equivalent to the r e-
spective identity functors.
We like to notice that the construction on which
the functor EF is based was first suggested, even
though in a less rigorous form, in [St], page 39. while
in [882]. example 3.3, functional bundles were explicit-
ly indicated as an effective formal way to obtain asso-
ciated principal bundles. However the symmetric con-
struction. used here to define the functor eF , was never
considered in the original papers of 800th and Brown,
and we notice that its basic idea reminds us of the
Ehresmann-Feldbau definition of a bundle (see, e.g.,
CSt], de f , 5.2).
- ISS
! 1) FI BRE BUNDLES
First of all recall that, given a right G·space X
and a left G-space F, we can consider the notion of a
"G-map" f: X ... F, by requi ring that, for every s:eX and
gEG, f(zg)· g-l f(z) (see the coaeent following defini·
tion 1. 6) •
If p: X ... B is a principal G-bundle, a left
G-space and t: BxF ... the projection, we can form the
functional bundle (p t) : (X BxF) + B and, if {(U,~U)
is the locally trivial structure for p , then (U ,XU)}
is a locally trivial structure for (p t), where
xu : UxMap{G,F) + (X BxF) [u
is defined by the relation
XU(b . f )($U(b . g ) ) • (b , f (g ) )
Let us now consider the restriction (p t )G of ( p t)
to the subspace eX BXF)G of ex BxF) consisting of
G·maps. Then it is easy to see, using the homeomorphism
between MG(G,F) and described in lemma 1.9, that
(p t) G has a locally trivial structure given by
{(U, XU)}, where, wi t h a little abuse of notation,
XU' UxF + ( X BxF ) Glu
i s defined by the relat ion
XU (b , N )(~u (b ,g) ) • ( b, g -lN)
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8.1 THEORE" Given a principal G-bundle p : X ... Band
a left G-space F t there is a homeomorphism
T~: (X BxF)G + XxGF
over B, defined, for a given 0: p-l(b) ... {b})(F~F,
by the relation T~(a) • [z,«(z)], where e is any
point in p-l(b). Therefore the pair UP t)G ' T~) is
a fibre bundle .... ith fibre associated to p.
~ If and 11 are two points in p-1(b) t then
(X BxF)Glu --"---
Xu I
• zg for some gf:G and hence
[y,o(y») • [",g.o(",g») • [",g,g-l o(",») • ["'.0("'»)
proving that T: is well defined. Moreover,for each
ue {U}, there is a commutative diagram
TFlup
UxF UxF
which proves that T: is a homeomorphism. The last
statement follows from definition 1.27.//
Let now be a morphism in pi froll the principal
bundle p: X ... B to the principal bundle p ": X' ... B
and define a function
f. : (X BxF)G + (X' BxF)G: 0 ... O ' (["lib)
157
where b - (p t)G(a). Since pG is a groupoid. thisB
can be done; moreover the commuta tivi ty of the diagram
(X BxF)G f> (X' BxF)G
B.2 TF 1 1 TFP p'
XxGF
fF
X'xGF
ensures that fit is a homeomorphism and so, by defini-
t Lon 1. 29, that it is a fibre bundle morphism.
B.3 THEOREM Given a space B. a topological group G
and a left G-space F. there is a functor
sF: p~ + P~(G)
defined by SF (p) • (p t)G and SF (f) • f>, which is
naturally isomorphic to the functor r F defined in
proposi tioo 1. 30.
PROOF The functorial properties of SF can be easily
verified. Since, for every fibre bundle (q,h) asso-
ciated to a principal bundle p, the map h is a
morphism in F:(G) from (q,h) to (l,l), diagram B.2
proves that there is a natural isomorphism TF: e F ..:. r F
determined, for each obj ect p of p~, by setting
TF(p) _ T~.//
REHARK:
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It is possible to retrieve most. if not all,
of the general theory of fibre bundles by using the
functor sF to define a fibre bundle and then applying
the results of [BBI] and [B82]. For instance, [BBI]
tho 1.1, plus the natural homeomorphism between A,,(8xF)
and AnF for any map k : A ... BJ prove (Hu s j cor, 6 .4
page 46. Also [BBl] cor 3 .7, plus the obvious homeo-
morphism between (X BxGlG and X, imply the fact that
a principal n-bundfe is trivial if and only if it has a
section , etc.
§ 2) ASSOCIATED PRINCIPAL BUNDLES
We now give a construction,similar to the one of
section 1 J in order to obtain a principal bundle a s so-
c i a t ed to a given fibre bundle.
So, let q: y .... Band h : y .... XxGF be such that
(q,h) is a fibre bundle with fibre F associated to
the principal G-bundle p: X ~ B and consider the
functional bundle (t q) : (BxF Y) ~ B, where t : BxF ~ B
is the projection. Again, if {(U ,$~)) is the locally
trivial structure for q, then (t q) has a locally
trivial structure {(U .x~)), where
the form
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x~: UxMap(F,F) + (BxF Y)!U
is defined by the relation
X~(b ,f)(b ,y) • ~~(b ,f(y»
Consider now the restriction (t q) A of (t q) to the
subspace (BxF Y». of (BxF Y) consisting of maps of
~~ ,b ·U*
where g~ is an action map, bEllI!: {U} and 4'~ ,b is
the restriction of ~FU to (b )xF. Then we have:
8.4 ~ For each U<!U) , X~(UXM~(F.F»' (t q)~l(U).
PROOF If (b,g4)EUxM>.(F.F), then. by definition,
X~(b,g*) • ~~.b·g*. hence X~(UXM~(F,F)) c (t q)~l(U).
To prove the other inclusion, let bEll, VE{U} be an open
set containing b and 41~ ,b· sr be an element of
(t q)~l(b). We can no" write
~~,b ·g* • ~~.b ·(~~,b)-l·~~,b ·g'
and it is easy to verify that the composite
is an action map, say d'. Therefore we have
thus proving the claim. II
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So, with another useful abuse of notation, we can
say that the local homeomorphisms for (BxF Y) A are
g1 Yen by the maps :
x~: uxMA(F,F) + (BxF Y)AIU
where X~(bJg.. ). 4'~tb·g". If F is admissible, then
MA(F ,F) is homeomorphic to QF"G/Xr F (definition 1. S)
and hence we can WTi te the local homeollorphisDls as
x~: UXQF + (BxF Y) A[u
where X~(b,gxrF)" .~,b ·g'.
8.S ~ 1£ is admissible. then (t q) A is
a principal QF-bundle.
~ Define an action of QF on (BxF Y»).
v: (BxF Y) AxQF + (BxF Y) A: (.~ ,b'g' ,aKrF)
by
.F .(ga)'U, b
This action is clearly well defined; it is continuous
because. for each U€{U}. the composite
uxMA(F,F)XG lxlx A', UXMA(F,F)XMA(F,F)~ uxMA(F,F)
is continuous. Moreover the x~ are clearly QF-maps.
so. by definition, (t q) A is a principal QF-bundle'//
Reca11 now that (q ,h) is associated to the prin-
cipal G-bundle p : X .... B and that, by corollary 1.44,
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X)IlGF is naturally homeomorphic to (X/KrF) XGF. Then
the following proposition will show that q can also
be considered as a fibre bundle associated to (t q))..
8.6 PROPOSITION If F is admissible and'll" : G ..... QF
is the canonical projection, then the principal QF-bun-
d l e s (t q) .: (BxF Y).+ Band p': X/KrF + Bare
isomorphic.
PROOF Define, for each u, {U}. a map
as the composite
Each of these maps is a QF-homeomorphism over U. so if
we can glue them together, we shall obtain the desired
isomorphism SF: (X/Kr F) + (B xF Y).. To see that this
is indeed possible, observe that. for any U and V in
(X/Kr F) I (UnV)
1 (~~) -1
( BxF
{U} such that UnV __ 0. we have a diagram:
~~
in which. for any (b ,gKr F) If: (UnV) XQF' we have :
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(X~) -l' X~ ( b,gKrF) • ( X~ ) - l( ~~, b· g·) •
• (X~) -l(~~,b ·( ~~ ,b) -l "·~ ,b ·g ·) •
• (X~)-l(~~,b '(+V:b "~U ,b('))' 'g' ) •
• (b ' ( ~V:b '~U ,b (' » gKr F)
while
c+~)-l"+~(b ,gKrF) • (b'(+V :b "+ U,b(g»Kr F)
Since the maps .u are G-maps, it follows that the
diagram is commutative and hence that t he isomorphi sm
SF ex ists .11
I f i s effective, t he kernel Kr F i s trivial
and we are able to ident i fy QF with G. thus obtaining
the following re sult .
B. 7 PROPOS I T I ON Let p : X + B and p' : X' + B
be two principal G-bundles, F an admis sible and effec -
ti ve l eft C-space and f F . r F ( f) a morph i s m i n F~(G)
from l to p, F . Then the fu nction
f; : (BxF
where b' ( t q ) A(a)
the c at e gory P~.
Y)A + (BxF Y' ) A: a '\0+ f~. a
and f~ . fF Ib, i s a morphism o f
f; works by
the action of G,
p~ , we only have
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PROOF To show that f! is well def ined. let
a • ,*, ~ ,b · a4 and notice that, since we are assuming
Y • XxGF and yl • X' xGF, for every YEF ,
So, if f"U(b ,s) • 'li(b ,g), then
f~"~,b(Y ) . [ 'li (b , s ) ,gy J • • ,F g' (y)u.s
where e does not depend on y. Hence
f~.a • • li~b·(ga)'
is an element of (B lICF Y I) A' Si nc e
composi tion on the left, it preserves
so, to prove that it is a morphism of
to prove its continuity. But this follows at once from
the commut a t IvLt y of the diagram
(B xF Y) >.
SF
x X'
which can be verified cons i der i ng that, by a previous
remark, for an element $U(b , 8 ) EX, we have
f~.SF ( .U(b . S )) • f~(.~, b ) • 'U~b ' g' •
• S , F(' li(b ,g)) • S,F (f· ' U( b •• ) )
and, moreover, that all the maps in the diagram are G-maps./ /
B.8 THEOREH If
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i s an admissible and effective left
G·space, there exists a functor =:F : F~(G) .. pi defined,
for a given object (q . h) and a g iven morphism
(h ,)-l . f F. h from (q , h) to (q',h'). by the relations:
=F( q , h ) • (t q) A
=F (( h ,) - I . f F . h ) • (h,).-I . f ;.h"
where h, and (hi ) ..- 1 are the maps induced in the
obv ious way between the corresponding functional sp ace s .
PROOF We have seen that ::F determine s a well defined
function between ob jects and .i t f o l l ows from proposition
B. 7 that it is well de f i ned also for morphisms. Its
functoriali t y can be ea sily veri fi ed.J I
B.9 THEOREM If i s an admiss i ble and effective
left G· space. then the compos i tes ::F•eF and eF. ::F
are naturally isomorphic to the respective identity
functor s and so the categories Pg and F: CG) are
equivalent.
PROOF Define a natural i somorphism 6 : I ~ =F . aF
by setting, for a gi ve n object p : X + B of p~ ,
SF (rF ) -1
6(p) : X _ (B.F XxGF) A -:...E.:.:.. ( BxF ( X BxF ) G) A
where ( r~):' is induced in the usual way by (r~) - 1.
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Since (T~);l works by composition on the left and the
action of G on (BxF Y) >.. by composi t Lcn On the right,
it follows that (T~)..-l t and hence A(p), are G-maps
and. in particular t A(p) is an isomorphism. The
naturali ty of ~ follows from the commutati vi ty of the
diagram
SF (T F);'
X ~(8xF XXGF)C':"'r...- (8 xF (X BxF)G) •
1 f; 1 1 (f').F - ,X'~(BXF x:xGF) .~ (BxF (X' BXF)G) •
which can be derived froll our earlier results.
Similar considerations on the natural isomorphism
V: e F. =F .:. I, defined by setting, for a given object (q,h)
TF
V(q,h): ((BxF YJ. BXF)G --!-(B FxY).XGF
(SF) ·'xGl ,
___-"c., xxGF~ Y
where r"" (t q)>.., complete the proof of the theorem. II
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